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We have all come across the results of inefficient processes. Unhappy customers, stressed 
colleagues, missed deadlines, and increased costs. These are just some of the problems 
that dysfunctional processes can create. These are issues why it's so important to improve 
processes continuously. Processes can be formal or just common ways of working. Formal 
processes (also known as procedures) are documented and have well-established steps. 
Informal processes are more likely to be ones that has been created by teams and organi-
sations them self, and they may or not have been written down. Sometimes the processes 
are followed according to what is written and sometimes not. Often the process design 
does not meet the reality, or how things are conducted by people in real-life and process 
steps are executed as they are best seen to work. How can we improve the quality and 
productivity to be able to gain better value for the company?   
 
This thesis will share insight into the KAIZEN™ methodology as one option of an  
standardized methodology to be used in improving overall performance of an organisation 
and by looking at processes and continuously developing them.  
  
This thesis will focus on studying the process improvement activities in Company X to  
improve the End to End Service management lifecycle process with Company X own  
people and own process improvement methods. The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate 
how the KAIZEN™ methodology could be chosen as the one systematic way to ensure 
continuous improvement to improve performance part of daily operations and not as some-
thing additional or one-time effort.  
 
Because of the study we can prove that there are areas of improvement for the Company x 
IT process department and commitment to the project related process improvement activi-
ties instead of having them embedded part of the daily operational tasks and as a mindset 
to the people working with the processes.  
 
In conclusion the thesis will share high-level visibility into the KAIZEN™ Business system 
framework and some initial steps what needs to be considered when an organisation 
wants to consider starting to streamline, improve and standardize their way of working to 
improve the overall performance and quality by adapting the usage of KAIZEN™  
methodology. 
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1 Introduction  

The world around is constantly changing, we need to do more with less. We need to in-

vent more clever ways to execute different action, operations and activities and in many 

companies the amount of people to perform these tasks are getting less and less. People 

talk about automating things, about lean environments and making things more efficient. 

The usual pitfall of huge corporations and organizations is that they look at the financial 

data. Not on how to improve the overall performance and how to increase efficiency in the  

already existing environments or by investing in projects that would result in new way of 

working and improved efficiency without cutting in workforce. When changes are pro-

posed by only looking at financial facts we end up in a treadmill. We release people to ob-

tain quick impact on the OPEX targets, and the remaining workforce need to do more. 

Companies do not spend time nor money in improving the ways of working and expect 

that the remaining people will be able to take on additional assignments and additional 

work. This might result into further people leaving due to sick leaves or un-satisfaction. On 

the contrary the people will be able to do less, since no one can perform with high quality 

and top performance without readjusting or redefining the deliverables to something else 

than what were the expected deliverables. 

 

There are many ways of improving the performance and to create a sustainable competi-

tive advantage. This thesis focuses on sharing the practice of KAIZEN™ to demonstrate 

that there are ways to run continuous improvement activities to get the best return on  

capital employed without huge ongoing investments. The thesis focuses on studying the 

KAIZEN™ methodology and look at a specific case where KAIZEN™ was not used to im-

prove the way of working in a certain process area. With this case study I investigated the 

work or effort invested in improvement activities that did not bring sustainable and long-

term improvement nor the value expected even though vast number of working hours and 

effort was used to execute improvement work with an unstandardized process improve-

ment method. As an outcome the thesis presents recommendations how KAIZEN™ could 

be taken into use in organizations or teams who want to start the journey of adapting a 

continuous improvement culture part of the organizations daily practices.  

 

Each company and organization have their own ways of executing improvements. And 

usually these are built with time by collecting lessons learned and sharing best practices.  

There are many different methodologies such as Kaizen, Six Sigma, Lean, Lean Six 

Sigma etc. all with their own specific flavor related to process improvements, remodeling 

and optimization.  
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Today’s best practices in manufacturing — from just-in-time manufacturing methods, long 

supply chains and sophisticated quality control programs — can clearly trace their roots 

back to this period when Japanese industrial engineers after World War II began to  

incorporate American research on statistical quality control into their own factory produc-

tion methods. (Toyota Productions system 1995-2018) 

 

KAIZEN / Toyota Production System: the just-in-time production system pioneered in Ja-

pan. This methodology is a framework that will create a daily process to improve produc-

tion methods incrementally, using scientific measurements to monitor and adjust as 

needed. The goal is to eliminate waste in factories by improving the evenness of material 

and information flow across the organization. This framework can be adjusted to any  

Industry. (Toyota Industries 2018) 

 

Lean Manufacturing / The Toyota Way: a further evolution of KAIZEN as a global produc-

tion system. This methodology is a successor of the KAIZEN model.  As an evolution of 

KAIZEN and the Toyota Production System, Lean Manufacturing seeks to smooth out fac-

tory workflow peaks and valleys (even during short production runs) and minimize waste 

(by getting the right materials in the right place at the right time.) (Toyota Productions sys-

tem 1995-2018)  

 

Six Sigma: a process improvement model introduced in 1996 by Motorola (and later 

widely promoted by General Electric’s CEO Jack Welch). This model is an alternative to 

the KAIZEN and Lean manufacturing models. A comprehensive system developed by en-

gineer Bill Smith at Motorola designed to help companies improve quality and efficiency. A 

Six Sigma implementation is characterized by a hierarchy of roles (Green Belt, Purple 

Belt, Orange Belt, Black Belt, Champions) assigned across the organization. The goal of 

Six Sigma is to increase quality levels by using statistical data measurement to eliminate 

the underlying causes of defects as well as reducing variability in manufacturing pro-

cesses. (Charron. R et all, 2015, p 36) KAIZEN™ view is that Six sigma is a tool amount 

all other improvement tools. And Six Sigma is part of KBS tool boxes. 

 

Lean Six Sigma: an organizational model that combines the best features of Lean Manu-

facturing and Six Sigma.  The objective is to eliminate waste (Muda), ensure efficiency by 

avoiding overburden (muri) and uneven workloads (mura). Increase quality levels by using 

statistical data measurement to eliminate the underlying causes of defects as well as re-

ducing variability in manufacturing processes. (Formspace 2018)  
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Way of working and the role of leaders at different companies have changed overtime. 

From being a very short sighted and task oriented to a more forward looking and people 

engaging. In the past it was not expected that employees would share their opinion about 

how the processes, tools or production lines could be improved. It was not even  

encouraged to try to improve the way of working, since the directions game from the man-

agement and the employees were expected to adhere. And if you didn’t usually you got 

fired because you were a trouble maker or someone who had own agenda and wanted to 

challenge the management of the company. In today’s companies it is on the opposite en-

couraged to innovate and support the company for growth. Now people can leverage the 

way of thinking that Henry Ford introduced to his companies, that also the Toyota produc-

tion system followed, support people to grow and invest in behavioral changes. To  

motivate people and make people feel part of the organization will retain them with the 

company for longer, and the cost of new hire and training the new people will be less.  

 

The goal of the thesis is to demonstrate why Kaizen™ methodology could be chosen to 

support process improvement to ensure best efficiency instead of organization’s own  

tailored process improvement processes and methodology.  

 

Organizations and people speak about Lean. Meaning of lean is to eliminate waste from 

the process. The definition of waste is any activity that does not add value from the  

Customers perspective. (Miller, Wroblewski and Villafuerte, 2014, P7-11).  

 

In the case study the company was also using the term of Lean. And during the case 

study it was discovered that the understanding of lean was in many instances mis- 

understood. It was something where the organization was decreasing the amount of docu-

mentation or where a project was executed with less milestone check points or where 

team structures were set up so that one person was having multiple roles.  

 

All content and images in the theses document related to KAIZEN™ Institute material is 

owned or licensed by KAIZEN™ Institute, Ltd. or its affiliates and only for use as approved 

by Kaizen™. Unauthorized copying, reproduction, republishing, up-loading, posting, trans-

mitting or duplicating of any of the material is prohibited. Any use of the any content or  

images herein, even if approved by Kaizen™, are only permitted if the following reference 

is included: “© Copyright KAIZEN™ Institute. All rights reserved.” Names of KAIZEN™  

products and services are trademarks of KAIZEN™ Institute, Ltd. or its subsidiaries. 

Nothing contained herein shall be construed as conferring any license or right under any 

KAIZEN™ patent, copyright, service or trademark. 
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1.1 Concepts  

Barashi  means the visualization of purpose. In Japanese the word 

  means the elaboration of scenario (Tanaka Takasi and Tanner 

  Sharon 2011) 

 

Breakthrough Kaizen™ Defines how the implementation of the new Paradigms and the 

  improved processes needs to be conducted so that results can 

  be seen year – on – year. (Kaizen Institute 1985 – 2018) 

 

Cause-and-effect diagram These diagrams are used to analyze the characteristics of a 

  process or situation and the factors that contribute to them. 

  Cause-and-effect diagrams are also called fishbone graphs 

  (Masaaki Imai 1986, p239)  

 

Ecosystem   means the framework comprising the Customer, Ecosystem 

  Integrator, and Ecosystem Providers under which the IT  

  Services are provided to the Customer at the agreed Service  

  Levels. 

 

Five S (5S)  5S is a simple tool for organizing your workplace in a clean,  

  efficient and safe manner to enhance your productivity, visual 

  management and to ensure the introduction of standardized 

  working (Kaizen institute, 1985-2018)  

 

Gemba  is a Japanese term meaning "the actual place". Commonly  

  refers to the workplace where value is added or where  

  customers are served (Miller, Wroblewski and Villafuerte, 2014

  page XXI) 

 

Gembutsu  Gembutsu is a Japanese word meaning ‘real thing’. It is one of 

  the components of the ‘Three Real meaning go to the real 

  place (gemba) to see the real thing (gembutsu) and collect the 

  real facts (genjitsu). (Velaction 2009 – 2018). 

  

Daily KAIZEN™ Defines how to change the gemba, behavior and culture of 

  people. Defines ho to develop people and sustain improvement 

  part of daily ongoing activities (Kaizen Institute 1985 – 2018) 
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PDCA – Cycle Cycle of continuous improvement consisting of phases Plan, 

  Do, Check and Act (Oakland 2014, 120). 

 

Histograms  The frequency data obtained from measurements display a 

  peak around a certain value. The variation of quality  

  characteristics is called “distribution”, and the figure that  

  illustrates frequency in the form of a pole is referred to as a  

  histogram (Masaaki Imai, 1986, p239). 

 

ITIL   an acronym for Information Technology Infrastructure Library.

  ITIL® is a globally recognized best practice methodology for IT 

  service management that is used all over the world by leading 

  organizations. ITIL® ensures that their IT services are aligned 

  to the needs of their business. (ITIL® Training Academy 2018).  

 

KAIZEN™  A Japanese term meaning change for the better. KAIZEN™ is 

  a gradual and long-term approach to achieve small,  

  incremental changes in processes to improve  

  efficiency and quality. (Kaizen institute, 1985-2018). 

 

KAIZEN™ event Kaizen event is any action whose output is intended to be an 

  improvement to an existing process, usually by holding small 

  events attended by owners and operators of a process to make 

  improvement to that process which are within the scope of the 

  process participants (iSixSigma 2000 - 2018)  

 

KAIZEN™ Strategy Defining how to achieve business goals. Defines which  

  improvement targets we want to achieve (Kaizen Institute 1985 

  – 2018) 

 

Kanban   A materials requirement planning tool in the Just-in-Time pro

  duction and inventory control system developed by Toyota. 

  KANBAN is often seen as a central element of Lean  

  manufacturing and is probably the most widely used type of 

  Pull signaling system. KANBAN stands for a visual sign  

  (Kancard, Ban- signal). Based on automatic replenishment, 

  the flow of goods with outside suppliers and within the factory 
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  and the customers, is regulated, this system is called “KAN

  BAN”. (Kaizen institute, 1985-2018). 

 

Leaders KAIZEN™ Defines how to develop leaders to ensure that the organiza-

  tional directions and support will be the right one by securing 

  the right attention on the leader’s behavior and the manage-

  ment system (Kaizen Institute 1985 – 2018). 

 

Muda  Japanese word for Waste and a key concept in the TPS as one 

  of the three types (Muda, Mura [Irregularity or Unevenness] 

  and Muri [Strain]) of deviation from optimal allocation of  

  resources. (Kaizen institute, 1985-2018). 

 

Obeya  Obeya (Japanese for “big room” or “great room”) is a dedicated 

  room set aside for employees to meet and make decisions 

  about a specific topic or problem (Wastadowski, Matt 2018). 

 

Parento diagrams These diagrams classify Problems according to cause and 

  phenomenon. The problems are displayed according to priority, 

  using a bar-graph format, with 100% indicating total amount of 

  value lost (Masaaki Imai 1986, p239) 

 

Scatter diagrams Two pieces of corresponding data are plotted in a scatter 

   diagram. The relation between these plotted dots illustrates 

  the relationship between the corresponding data (Masaaki Imai 

  1986, p239) 

 

ServiceNow   A tool environment that provides end to end transformation for 

  IT services and infrastructure through a single cloud-based 

  platform. (Service now.com 2018) 

 

Stakeholder   an accountant, group, organization, member, or system that  

  affects or can be affected by an organization's actions 

 

Value Chain   Chain of actions that the customer is willing to pay for or sees 

  as actions resulting in desired outcome. 
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Value stream mapping Creating a visual picture of the current state or how material 

  and information flows from suppliers through manufacturing 

  and to the customer. Total lead-time, process cycle times and 

  value-added times are measured. The future state is created 

  based on goals desired, on market conditions and strategic 

  planning for the business. (Kaizen institute, 1985-2018) 

 

Visual management  Visual Management is a set of techniques for creating a work

  place embracing visual communication and control throughout 

  the work environment. The VM philosophy is underpinned by 

  the view that “what gets measured and displayed, gets done.” 

  Simple visual tools are used to identify the target state, and any 

  deviance is met with corrective action. It also makes it easy to 

  understand the processes which have been put into place. 

  (Kaizen institute, 1985-2018)  
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2 Continuous Improvement as a focus in KAIZEN™ Mana gement  

KAIZEN™ is based on a holistic framework called Kaizen Business systems (KBS) for-

merly called Kaizen Management system (KMS). This framework contains all the ele-

ments of a Kaizen execution to employ minimum resources for maximum output. Kaizen is 

all about every day improvements done by everyone and everywhere. From small incre-

mental improvements to dramatic strategic improvements. (Masaaki Imai 2017 Congress 

Presentation) 

 

The Kaizen spirit is all about discarding conventional fixed ideas for operations, think of 

how to improve it and not why it cannot be done, it does not make excuses, but starts to  

questioning current practices. It is not seeking for perfection, it is searching for the right 

way to do things and will correct mistakes immediately. When there is room to improve 

and if things are done right the Kaizen spirit is not about spending money, but it is about 

asking systematically why things are done as they are and how things can be improved? 

And the improvements will never stop. (Masaaki Imai 2017 Congress Presentation) 

 

In the centre of Kaizen, we have the people. Kaizen is a people-cantered and scientific 

approach to problem solving for the benefit of the society (Miller Jon et all 2014, p4). In 

practice this means that company “culture” is what a group of people or society would  

recognize as “how things are around here”. In a company there might be multiple levels of 

cultures, such as cultures of openness, culture of recognition etc. These are describing 

the behaviour of the people. However, culture has many facets and needs to be under-

stood more deeply. 

 

For us to shape the culture how “things are done here” in the desired direction to increase 

human happiness, overall performance and sustainability we must understand and study 

“how things are done here” and focus on why and what. Our behaviours are “how we 

work”, our mind-set is “why” and what is more tangible and visible (Miller Jon et all 2014, 

p5). The first level of artefacts is most visible or tangible elements of culture. The second 

level, behaviours are endorsed values, the consciously expressed rules or justifications.  

Third level represents the core values of the people in an organisation, where basic  

assumptions or unconscious topics lie. First level is A, the artefacts, second level is B,  

behaviours and third level C, core beliefs. Artefacts can be the company or organisation 

décor, dress code or special vocabulary. Behaviours that are shared within an organisa-

tion like how members put into action the principles and philosophies. Core believes are 

typically unconscious and taken for granted and are the most difficult to change or  

recognize. (Jon Miller et all 2014, p5-6). 
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Figure 1: ABCs of Organizational Culture, Joh Miller et all 2014, p5)  

 

How can an organization then develop their own way of doing and their own culture? 

Some studies are observing behaviour and reporting on behavioural observations these 

studies point to when a certain group of people achieve certain level of success together 

over a period of time it will start to change the behaviour automatically and this creates a 

new set of shared assumptions and builds the foundation for new culture.  

 

The improvements impact in the overall performance and execution needs to be aligned 

throughout the organisation and the biggest impact of the actions will be seen on the 

Gemba. Gemba is the place where the value is created for the customer.   

 

 

 

Figure 2: Organisation for KAIZEN™ @copyright KAIZEN™ Institute. All rights reserved. 

(Kaizen institute, 1985-2018) 
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The principles of KAIZEN™ is to: 1) if any abnormality occurs, the investigations should 

always be conducted at the Gemba first, 2) the check of gembutsu (machine, material,  

failures, rejects, unsafe conditions etc.) 3) taking temporary countermeasures on the spot 

4) removing the root cause and 5) standardizing to prevent reoccurrence. Improvements 

on the Gemba are continuous and needs to be sustained otherwise everything with  

deteriorate. And the management means are needed to maintain and improve the stand-

ards. KAIZEN™ is a consulting of teaching methiodal that is continuously evolving, and it 

is not just small activities or groups of activities. It is an ongoing continuous improvement 

activity that should be inbuilt in the day to day activities of an organisation. It is not some-

thing that can be executed with a PDCA approach every now and then, but it is rather 

something that becomes sustainable for users to do part of normal activities every day. 

Once the culture of KAIZEN™ is embedded to the daily culture it can be considered as 

technical improvement that has to be supported by a solid culture and a mindset, it is not 

depending on tools nor is it only targeting on results, it is done by everyone, everywhere 

and everyday (Kaizen Institute 2016, conference slides) 

 

 

Figure 3: Problem-solving cycle (Masaaki Imai 1986, p 76-77) 

 

Every organisation and every workplace have their own way to review the performance 

and whenever there is a problem, it is being analysed, the causes are identified, and solu-

tions are proposed. In the problem-solving cycle (PDCA) once a solution has been put into 

practice, the next step is to check how effective it has been. If the proposed solution is 

found to be an improvement, it is usually adopted as a new standard and s horizontally 

deployed to other units. (Masaaki Imai, 1986, p 76) 
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2.1 History of KAIZEN™ 

The history of KAIZEN™ begins after World War II when Toyota first implemented quality 

circles in its production process. This was influenced in part by American business and 

quality management teachers who visited the country. 

 

The idea is that there is a group of people, a so-called quality circle, group of workers per-

forming the same or similar work, who meet regularly to identify, analyze and solve work-

related problems and learn from each other. This revolutionary concept became very  

popular in Japan in the 1950s and continues to exist in the form of Kaizen groups as well 

as similar worker participation schemes. The term Kaizen became famous around the 

world through the works of Masaaki Imai. (Kanbanchi blog 2018)  

 

Masaaki Imai (born 1930) is a Japanese organizational theorist and management consult-

ant, known for his work on quality management, specifically on Kaizen™. In 1985 he 

founded the KAIZEN™ Institute to help western companies introduce the concepts, sys-

tems and tools of Kaizen™. At present time, the KAIZEN™ Institute team has applied the 

Kaizen methodology and KAIZEN™ training courses across effectively all business sec-

tors throughout the globe (Kaizen Institute, 1985 - 2018). 

 

Masaaki Imai published two fundamental books on business process management 

“Kaizen™: Japanese spirit of improvement” (1985 McGraw Hill), which helped popularize 

the KAIZEN™ concept in the West and Gembakaizen™: A Commonsense, Low-Cost Ap-

proach to Management (2012, McGraw Hill). 

 

Word “Kaizen, where “kai” = change “zen” = good, simply means “change for better”. In 

English Kaizen is typically applied to measures for implementing continuous improvement. 

 

KAIZEN™ is an approach to activity organization based on common sense, self-discipline, 

order and economy. KAIZEN™ method is a strong contributor and fundamental part of a 

lean production process model in lean manufacturing (Internet page, Kanbanchi Blog 

2018). 
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Figure 4:  Japanese symbols for Showing the KAIZEN™ Meaning: The Kaizen Mission   

 

These continual small improvements (Kaizen™) add up to major benefits. They result, for 

example, in: faster delivery, lower costs, increased people motivation and greater  

customer satisfaction.  From Toyota Production System Terminology on their Georgetown 

plant website - Nov 2003: "Kaizen™, or continuous improvement is the hallmark of the 

Toyota Production System. The primary objectives are to identify and eliminate "Muda" or 

waste in all areas, including the production process. "Kaizen™" also strives to ensure 

quality and safety. Its key elements emphasize making a task simpler and easier to per-

form, re-engineering processes to accommodate the physical demands on team  

members, increasing the speed and efficiency of the work process, maintaining a safe 

work environment, and constantly improving the product quality. Jon Miller et all, 2014, p 

6-7) 

 

In 1985 Masaaki Imai introduced to the Western world the Japanese term KAIZEN™ and 

made it famous through his book, Kaizen™: The Key to Japan's Competitive Success. 

Translated in fourteen languages, KAIZEN™ became a famous all over the world 

(Qualitiamo 2018). 

 

In 1997 Masaaki Imai introduced an evolved form of KAIZEN™ in his book Gemba  

Kaizen™: A Common-sense, Low-Cost Approach to Management, to reassert the  

importance of the shop floor in bringing about continual improvement in an organization. 

That translates into something of a corporate 'back to basics' philosophy. Gemba is where 

the product is manufactured, which could mean the assembly line in a manufacturing plant 

or the place where employees interact with customers in the service sector. It is "the place 

where the real work is done", as Masaaki Imai likes to put it. 
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2.2 Introduction to the KAIZEN™ Methodology 

In Japanese, KAIZEN™ means “continuous improvement”. The world implies improve-

ment that involves everyone – both managers and workers – and entails relatively little  

expense. (Kaizen institute 1985-2018)  

 

Henry Ford was the pioneer of mass production and he observed and commented the  

direct relationship between the amount of the time his product stayed in the process of  

manufacture and the cost of those products. Ford remodeled his production lines so that 

he shortened the production cycle, increased the outputs and kept prices low. The work at 

a production line did not suit everyone, but Henry Ford understood already in initial stages 

that he had to motivate his people to stay to ensure that the turnover of people leaving the 

production lines would decrease. He started to offer higher base salary and invest in  

individual learning paths to support the people motivation and attractiveness of the work.  

Ford was a pioneer in recognizing the importance of shaping the values and the character 

of people in his organization to secure the business success. (Jon Miller et all 2014, p26) 

 

At the middle of the twentieth century Toyota was measured as the underdog. The com-

pany did not have money nor the human capital to invest in new innovative solutions. The 

change of Toyotas business model was born from urgency and scarcity. The leaders at 

Toyota shared the same passion as Henry Ford earlier had stated. The passion to not 

only make Toyota successful by building cars and make money, but also to build people 

and make a better society. From this vision and belief that the Toyota management 

shared the importance of developing the skills and characteristics of employees at Toyota, 

the unique moral characteristics of Kaizen was born. (Jon Miller et all 2014, p27). 

Figure 5: Kaizen Flag. Kaizen Institute, M. Imai @copyright KAIZEN™ Institute. All rights 
reserved. 

The Kaizen Flag demonstrates the unique Kaizen principle where the involvement of 
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people at all levels in the improvement journey. At all levels in the organization, improve-

ment tasks or projects form a part of normal work. Senior leadership’s time is focused on 

innovation and improvement, a minor part of their focus remains on setting, checking on 

and maintaining standards on the front lines.  If we draw a horizontal line at each manage-

ment level (as shown above in the picture) we get an indication of the time each level 

should focus on various activities. At the bottom the employees spend a lot of time to work 

according to standards, maintaining standards and some some time in improvement. In 

the middle, time is divided into all three activities. At the top there is relatively much less 

time is used by leaders on standard work, some improvement activities and some innova-

tions (Masaaki Imai, 1986 p 5-7). 

 

Since Kaizen is seen as an ongoing activity, embedded in the daily activities of all  

employees across the organization, everyone in the organizational hierarchy is involved in 

some aspect in Kaizen, as show in the figure 5 and figure 6 on next page. Kaizen is a hu-

manistic approach to improve the overall quality and performance in an organization, re-

sulting in better understanding of how the productivity can increase, how to lower the 

breakeven point and the management can become more attentive to customer needs and 

build a system that takes customer requirements into account (Masaaki Imai, 1986, p227). 

 

The Kaizen strategy drives to give focus on both processes and the actual result. And to 

be able to support this approach there needs to be a top-down and bottom-up approach. 

And it is important to remember that Kaizen does not replace or preclude innovation. Ra-

ther innovation should start where usage of Kaizen is exhausted. Kaizen should follow as 

soon as innovation is initiated. (Masaaki Imai 1986, p228) 
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Figure 6: Hierarchy of KAIZEN Involvement (Masaaki Imai 1986, p 8-9) 

 

Usually the organizations focus on quality and productivity. Usually more on productivity 

and less on quality, since many organizations are very financial driven. Kaizen is focusing 

on both. There are many definitions of quality and many ways how to measure quality. 

The same is true for productivity. No matter how quality and productive are being defined 

the other side of the coin is always Kaizen. Whenever and wherever improvements are 

made in business, these improvements are eventually going to lead to improvement in  

areas of Quality and productivity (Masaaki Imai 1986, p9). 

 

Kaizen generates process-oriented thinking, since processes must be improved before we 

get improved results (Masaaki Imai 1986, p16). This means that Kaizen will impact people 
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and how people are operation and how they are executing their daily activities. This is 

somewhat contradicting with the traditional Wester-manager result-oriented thinking.  

 

Where people try to achieve more by doing more, by working longer hours and by  

jeopardizing safety, own wellbeing and the quality of the deliverables.   

 

The Kaizen method follows ten specific principles: 

1. Improve everything continuously. 
2. Abolish old, traditional concepts. 
3. Accept no excuses and make things happen. 
4. Say no to the status quo of implementing new methods and assuming they 

will work. 
5. If something is wrong, correct it. 
6. Empower everyone to take part in problem solving. 
7. Get information and opinions from multiple people. 
8. Before making decisions, ask “why” five times to get to the root cause.  

(5 Why Method) 
9. Be economical. Save money through small improvements and spend the 

saved money on further improvements. 
10. Remember that improvement has no limits. Never stop trying to improve. 

 
The mission of Kaizen Institute is to: Improve the World with everyone, everywhere, every 

day (Kaizen institute 1985 - 2018)  

 

People tend to think that to be able to start practicing Kaizen there is huge investment and 

change in the current organisational culture and new way of executing. To implement  

KAIZEN™ one needs only simple Conventional techniques, such as seven tools of quality 

control (Parento-Diagrams, Cause-and effect diagrams, histograms, control charts, scatter 

diagrams, graphs and check sheets). (Masaaki Imai 1986, p24-25). Often just the usage 

of common sense is all that is needed.  

 

2.3 KAIZEN™ Business System (KBS)  

The KAIZEN™ Business System (KBS) covers the full business scale and uses a holistic 

set of tools and methods to improve the entire business, providing long term company 

value. KBS is not a box of simple tools, but a complete teaching and improvement system 

that is both effective and efficient in the implementation of KAIZEN™ and achieving a 

Lean organization. 
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Figure 7: KAIZEN™ Business System @copyright KAIZEN™ Institute. All rights reserved.  

 

Figure 7 is consisting of multiple essential elements of the Kaizen ™ Business system.  

Where everything aims to deliver long term company value. The aim of Kaizen is to im-

prove performance end to end hence also the supplier and customers are presented in 

the picture. What the company delivers need to be something that the customer is willing 

to pay for and something that suppliers can deliver. The growth tools mentioned are all re-

lated to Breakthrough ideation of both products and services, commercialisation and in-

creasing sales, by launching initiatives with effective expense mechanism. The overall 

goal is to ensure that the products that are required to the market will be done on time, 

with superior quality and right price. Stock should be kept to a minimum and the turna-

round time from customer request to delivery should be optimal.  

 

Q.C.D tools refers to quality of products by optimizing the delivery chain, or the flow of ex-

ecution, ensuring sufficient resourcing both human manpower but also the usage of re-

sources like manpower vs. machine power. The tools also contain area of effective ex-

pense of capital.  The Kaizen change model represent the 4 key adaptation layers how to 

start and execute Kaizen. Daily Kaizen is the operational execution of Kaizen. This is the 

part where the team start to plan the visual management, how to use team boards, KPI*s 

and cards for quick reaction. This part is where things like team meeting, daily meeting 

and coaching is agreed. Daily Kaizen will implement the process of 5S (sort out, set 

things in order, shine/scrub, standardize, sustain and self-discipline). 5S is one of the 

foundational activities that Kaizen will introduce to ensure a physical change in the envi-

ronment, before the execution of other Kaizen events or actions can continue.  After  
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conducing the 5S things needs to be standardized and new work standards will be intro-

duced. This will also impact the capacity planning, skill matrix for the team with a training 

plan to meet the new requirements. Additionally, the Daily Kaizen will ensure problem 

solving and continuous improvement matrix for the team. Daily Kaizen is an ongoing activ-

ity that is run constantly. 

 

 

Figure 8: Daily KAIZEN™ Business System @copyright KAIZEN™ Institute. All rights re-

served.  

 

Breakthrough KAIZEN™ sets the value stream activities in place. Recognition of value 

streams in the organisation and planning of mission control or how to maintain and im-

prove the flows of agreed value streams.  Value stream mapping is the foundation for this 

activity to ensure and secure that collective agreement and understanding is reached for 

the value stream. Value stream mapping is usually driven with 3 to 6 months intervals and 

the value stream reviews will feed information to the Daily KAIZEN™ events.  

 

 

Figure 9: Breakthrough KAIZEN™ Business System @copyright KAIZEN™ Institute. All 

rights reserved.  

 

 

Leaders KAIZEN™ is regarding the planning of the activities for the whole company. It is 

all about creating the 3-5 years market vision. And how/where the company needs to im-

prove to be able to meet the vision. This phase basically translates the company strategy 

and vision to actual tangible targets that will be implemented either through a project Kai-

zen or via Daily KAIZEN™. Leaders KAIZEN™ will also focus on reviewing and improving 

the effectiveness of the leader of the Company. The Leaders KAIZEN™ activities should 

be ongoing constantly, but the distinct parts of the journey will take time 
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Figure 10: Leaders KAIZEN™ Business System @copyright KAIZEN™ Institute. All rights 

reserved.  

 

Support KAIZEN™ is the phase where the organisation is getting ready for the Kaizen 

methodology and the implementation of all the tools, processes and new knowledge. This 

phase will also ensure not only organisational readiness but also the understanding of the 

new capabilities and new knowledge and available resources.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Support KAIZEN™ Business System @copyright KAIZEN™ Institute. All rights 

reserved. 

 

All of these will lead to improved quality and increased sales. With increased sales the 

profit is usually increasing.  

 

A KAIZEN™ Business System is a holistic methodology, including methods, techniques 

and tools implemented to create an outcome. Kaizen is a Japanese term that generally 

translates to “change for the better” and business owners who employ its strategies can 

see improved relationships with vendors, employees and customers. These relationships 

create actual results in quality, efficiency, productivity, motivation and more. The resulting 

growth increases also the company value. The aim is not to steer the operations purely on 

numbers from a revenue point of view. The goal is to improve performance to be able to 

achieve more with the same amount of resources and this results in more efficiency that 

results in growth that results in company value increase. Company value increase results 

in company revenue growth.   

 

Overall, the process of continuous improvement is robust and thorough, which also means 

that it is time consuming in some cases, however it does create complete, holistic and 

lasting results. The effort needs to be invested for companies to be able to maintain the 

result of the KAIZEN™ activities. To get to its objectives, several tools are typically imple-

mented, by organisations supported by Kaizen advisors or coaches. As an initial stage the 

best way forward is to initiate the change journey with the help of experienced KAIZEN™ 

Business System Consultants. And in the long-term organisation will be able to execute 

the KAIZEN™ journey on their own.  
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2.3.1 Examples of successful implementations of the  KAIZEN™ Business systems 

KAIZEN™ Business systems is globally known.  Kaizen operates today in large parts of 

the world and KAIZEN™ Consultants work with clients to create processes that highlight 

problems, while simultaneously training and empowering their teams to solve them.  

Kaizen Institute continuously research, develop and publish various aspects of  

continuous improvement, while partnering with clients, enabling them to implement sus-

tainable improvements through Kaizen institute consulting, training and benchmarking ac-

tivities and guiding them on their KAIZEN™ journey. 

 

Some of the public references shows that huge enterprises have seen the importance of 

adapting a globally recognized framework of improving performance and adapting the 

mindset of continuous improvement  

 

 

Figure 12: Public references of KAIZEN™ methodology implementation @copyright KAI-

ZEN™ Institute. All rights reserved 

 

Danaher Corporations portfolio had evolved continuously during the years. Between the 

years of 2001 and 2005 along Danaher’s revenue and net income more than doubled, the 

firm consummated over 50 acquisitions and it stock price continued to outperform its 

peers by impressive margins. (Bharat, Harvard Study 2011, 708-445) 

 

Danaher Corporation started the implementation of something called DBS (Danaher  

Business systems) in 1988, outsiders noted that this was a set of management tools bor-

rowed liberally from the frame of Toyota Production systems. In essence it requires every 

employee, from janitor to the president, to find ways to improve the way works get done, 

every day (Bharat, Harvard study 2011, 708-445). The work started by the Rales brothers 
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when they started to look at the operations in one of the Danaher divisions. Due to re-

markable results the Rales brothers implemented the DBS to a companywide framework. 

The framework did not only cover the transactional processes, but the focus of the DBS 

was on innovation and growth by using tools and processes around the new product de-

velopment, marketing and sales. New tools like Accelerated product development, strate-

gic pricing and intellectual property management were created to ensure the challenge of 

accelerating growth in accordance with the continuous improvement mindset of the em-

ployees. (Bharat, Harvard study 2011, 708-445). 

 

DBS approach embodied four P´s – people, plan, processes and performance. These four 

elements are still today applied rigorously and unemotionally to both the current busi-

nesses and new acquisitions, with an emphasis on three areas: growth, lean and leader-

ship) (Bharat, Harvard study 2011, 708-445). By doing this the Danaher’s Market-Crush-

ing performance can be observed (in figure 13)  

 

 

Figure 13: Danaher’s Market performance (Bharat, Harvard study 2011, 708-445). 

 

Danaher was able to generate $20 billion in revenue with 71 K associates. In addition, the 

company has been moving to common company culture with a common operating system 

called DBS (Danaher Business System). This system served as the ultimate success in 

building the competitive advantage by reducing stock, optimizing process flows to secure 

just in time delivery with optimized processes and tools and in the usage of right skillset 

and people with right capabilities and motivation. Danaher ranked #149 on the Fortune 

500.  

 

2.4 KAIZEN™ change model  

The KAIZEN™ Change model is an integrated 4 pillars model consisting of Daily KAI-

ZEN™, Breakthrough KAIZEN™, Leaders KAIZEN™ and Support KAIZEN™.  These en-

able the companies to create an environment of continuous improvement with only one 
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true north star target (KAIZEN™ institute 1985 – 2018 – The KAIZEN™ Change model 

video). 

 

Breakthrough KAIZEN™ aims to improve processes, productivity, effectiveness, safety 

and quality of products and services using the paradigms of flow, synchronisation and lev-

elling (KAIZEN™ terms). Improvements lead to reduced cost due to decreased inventory, 

saved time and decreased waste and this leads to increased sales. When there is a sys-

tematic way to reduce waste (time, effort or inventory), this will lead to improved continu-

ous performance, decreased turnaround time, less errors and less redoing, productivity 

increase and improved inventory and this will lead to increased customer satisfaction and 

improved sales. (KAIZEN™ institute 1985 – 2018 – The KAIZEN™ Change model video). 

 

By customizing Breakthrough KAIZEN™ companies can obtain better results via in-

creased sales, improved innovation speed, time to market, increased operational effi-

ciency and reduced capital investment. 

 

Daily KAIZEN™ programs motivates and trains managers, line managers and group  

leaders. The trainings aim to identify and solve problems with tangible impact and benefit-

ing their own workplace and increasing team efficiency. The method encourages small but 

frequent improvements that leads to the establishment of the continuous improvement cul-

ture and a team focused environment.  The goal is to get people inspired to take initiatives 

and ownership of actions that improves the mode of operation and contributes to the sus-

tainable improvement of the organisation. Through these steps the goal is to achieve bet-

ter operational effectiveness without huge and long-term projects or additional funding. 

(KAIZEN™ institute 1985 – 2018 – The KAIZEN™ Change model video). 

 

Daily KAIZEN™ includes short-cycle improvement activities, usually considered team-

based problem solving in the front-line. The main purpose of Daily KAIZEN™ is learning 

and reinforcing values, and daily kaizen is critical to long-term sustainability. The direct  

financial benefits are relatively insignificant compared with the other two steps of Kaizen. 

The daily Kaizen has impact on the overall company or organisation strategy by sustain-

ing results of strategic changes, including improvement culture etc.  

 

Things that cannot be solved through normal Daily KAIZEN™ activities can be done via  

Breakthrough KAIZEN™. These activities are usually seen as activities of temporary rede-

sign, new product introduction or other project-based improvements. The main purpose of 

the projects are to achieve rapid performance improvements and financial results, with 

strategic learning objectives.  
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Leaders KAIZEN™ program focuses on management, helping them to understand  

KAIZEN™ principles like Gemba commitment, visual management, strategy deployment 

and improvement. The goal is to have the management to role model to change the be-

haviour so that the KAIZEN™ practices will significantly impact the operations of the  

organisation and the management system.   

 

Support KAIZEN™ Programs supports the effectiveness of KAIZEN™ system across the  

organisation and are key to the long-term success. These programs help one to monitor 

progress towards the strategic goals by making progress visible so that both roadblocks 

and deviations can be eliminated in a timely and effective way. This phase normally in-

cludes all strategy development, planning, talent recruitment and development, training 

and certification, motivation and the continuation and success of Kaizen.  

 

The primary focus is the company strategy and direction, with a secondary focus to make 

sure that the results are being achieved through Daily KAIZEN™ and Breakthrough KAI-

ZEN™.  By having these three Kaizen cycles, Daily KAIZEN™, Support KAIZEN™ and 

Breakthrough KAIZEN™ as natural part of things gets done, the goal of continuous im-

provement of Kaizen where:” the everyone, everywhere and everyday” becomes possible.  

 

2.5 Adapting the KAIZEN™ Thinking to the company cu lture 

 

KAIZEN™ (or ‘continuous improvement’) is an approach of constantly introducing via 

Daily KAIZEN™ incremental changes in a business improve quality and/or efficiency.  

 

This KAIZEN™ approach assumes that employees are the best people to identify room 

for improvement, since they see the processes in action all the time. A company that uses 

this approach therefore must have a culture that encourages and motivates employees for 

their contribution to the process. This should not be something additional, something that 

takes people away from their other assignments or that this is one-time effort type of work.  

 

The key features of KAIZEN™ include: 

• Improvements are based on many, changes rather than the changes that might only 

arise from Research and Development 

• Improvements can be made in different industries from health care and manufacturing to 

production and service business or public sector    

• As the ideas come from the workers themselves, they are less likely to be radically  
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different, and therefore easier to implement  

• Small improvements are less likely to require major capital investment than major  

process changes  

• The ideas come from the talents of the existing workforce, as opposed to using R&D, 

consultants or equipment – any of which could be very expensive  

• All employees should continually be seeking ways to improve their own performance  

• It helps encourage workers to take ownership for their work, and can help reinforce team 

working, thereby improving worker motivation (Tutor2u 2018; study notes of Kaizen). 

 

As Kaizen is characterised by many small improvements over time, it contrasts with the 

major leaps seen in industry when radical innovative technology or production methods 

have been introduced. Over the years, the sheer volume of KAIZEN™ improvements can 

lead to major advances for a firm, but managers cannot afford to overlook the need for 

radical change from time to time. (Tutor2u 2018; Study notes of Kaizen)  

 

The main change and impact for the organisation is that the people involved and engage 

in the area will be empowered to impact their own work area continuously. They will be 

able to make decisions regarding how they are operating in their own area of  

responsibility by improving ways of working continuously. The organisations do not need 

to invest additionally to improvement projects run separately from the daily operations. 

One can say that the Kaizen culture improves the company culture through daily actions 

and review cycles. Kaizen seeks to understand the vision and the target, grasp the current 

situation, evaluate the gap between the target and actual, take immediate corrective  

action to correct the gap and learn from this process before repeating the cycle (Miller, 

Wroblewski and Villafuerte, 2014 p107-108). 
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3 Using KAIZEN™ methodology to optimize process flo ws in an IT 

environment  

The objective of this action study was to provide insight into how the process improve-

ments could be done by using KAIZEN™ instead of the company own process improve-

ment practices. The goal of the thesis was to compare the currently used method in the 

company versus the KAIZEN™ method and give clear and practical list of actions and im-

provement ideas for the organisation to consider, to be able to decide if they want to move 

to adapting the KAIZEN™ methodology. This study introduces the KAIZEN™ methodol-

ogy through comparing the method of the process improvement and analysing the out-

come of the usage method versus the KAIZEN™ method. 

  

3.1 Background of the case study  

The company chosen (later referred to as Company X) for the case study is a global tele-

communication company. Powered by the research and innovation, Company X serves 

communications service providers, governments, large enterprises and consumers, with 

the industry's most complete end-to-end portfolio of products, services and licensing. 

(Company X webpages). In 2017 the average number of employees was 101 731, out of 

which 1105 works in the IT Function. (information from Company X Annual report 2017)  

 

During 2012 Company X IT outsourced parts of their IT to 4 providers. During this time the 

organization invested a lot in process rework and implementation of ITIL framework with 

related tooling. The outsourcing agreement was based on a cooperation agreement called 

Schedule 10 End-to-End Service Management – cooperation agreement (Company X IT 

ecosystem handbook). Prior to the signing of the outsourcing agreement Company X IT 

had started the process remodeling from a traditional ICT process framework to an ITIL 

based framework. The ITIL 2011 edition that Company X IT started to adapt covered  

different processes and stages in the service lifecycle end to end.  

 

ITIL framework is a framework describing the principles and practices for resources,  

capabilities such as processes, people and technology to enable successful delivery of IT 

services in all lifecycle stages of an IT service. (ITIL® V3 Foundation Handbook, p 7 – 9)  

 

The end to end service management model describes the delivery model of the service 

from request to successful delivery. The end to end responsibility stands for the role of the 

Company to ensure that all key contributors are jointly working through a commonly 
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shared KPI model, common process framework and commonly agreed tooling ensuring 

that the delivery is done despite the multiple handovers from one party to another or  

even though the responsibilities may shift from one provider to an another. An example of 

end to end responsibility could be when a customer is submitting a ticket for a new PC 

hardware with required software installation. The responsibility starts from when the ticket 

is raised by the customer and is followed up with the multiple providers in the background 

responsible for delivering the PC, the accessories, the installation package, the instruc-

tions and the shipping back to the customer. Only when the customer has received the PC 

and is able to use the new device the delivery responsibility ends.  

 

This diagram is showing the end to end service management responsibilities and the key 

counterparts in the IT service process landscape with responsibilities. The Value stream 

model later described in the thesis is grouping processes to value streams forming pro-

cess ensuring progressing of actions in a manner that each step and the outcome is  

generating value. And value in this sense means something that the customer holds as 

important, worth paying for or useful.  

 

 

 

Figure 14: Company X IT process landscape in the frame of ITIL (End-to-End Service 

Management – Cooperation agreement) 

 

The aim of the Schedule 10 document is to define and establish each providers obligation 

related to Provider’s End-to-End service management of the IT Services and related  

operations.  The desire in the document is to establish a business relationship between all 

parties or continue their existing relationship and to ensure successful coordination and 
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integration of delivery of products and services. To support this, the implementation of ITIL 

Service Management methodology and ServiceNow tooling was part of the contract.   

(Schedule 10 End-to-End 2012) 

 

 

Figure 15: Overview of IT Ecosystem (End-to-End Service Management – Cooperation 

agreement) 

 

In the overview figure of the IT Ecosystem the distinct roles and responsibilities were  

described. Company X is represented as the Customer. Company A as the Ecosystem  

Integrator and the Non-ADM provider, Company B as the R&D ADM provider, Company C 

as the Infrastructure provider excluding the telco services, Company D as the global and 

local telco provider. The ecosystem stands for the network of the interconnected IT  

providers and players responsible for delivery of IT Services.  

 

In this thesis the relevance of the Ecosystem Integrator is the key, since contractually 

Company A is responsible for providing the process and tooling to ensure end to end 

value stream mapping throughout the entire lifecycle of all Services.  All processes and 

the tooling, ServiceNow, interfaces to all players in the IT ecosystem.  

 

Company X acquired a big telecommunications Company Y and closed the deal in  

January 2016. Company X and Company Y formed one of the largest broadband equip-

ment providers in the world. This meant that the two IT units were merged into one having 

two modes of operations, two setups of tools and two organizations were to become one. 

The still ongoing creation of the new mode of operation and tooling after the outsourcing 

2012 to the three previously mentioned providers got a new player – implementation of 

the former Company Y IT and their providers to one entity.  
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Company X IT process office defined the IT Value streams to support the collective under-

standing about the end to end operational framework of the IT Service process steps for 

successful delivery of services end to end. On top of the 4 main building blocks to drive 

the IT portfolio to business innovation, build what business needs, manage the service 

catalogue and steer the business usage and the anticipate and resolve IT Service  

production issues the value stream also defined the supporting activities to manage the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the IT value chains and primary value streams.  

 

3.2 Objectives and Research questions 

The research baseline analyses concentrated on investigating the stakeholders’ percep-

tion of the process. The process in focus is having different level of stakeholders, from 

end users, process owners, different approval bodies, service owners, portfolio team and 

the ecosystem providers. The research provides insight into how much the process would 

have been improved during the process improvement attempt and what could have been 

different by using the KAIZEN™ method.  

 

Research questions are: 1) (RQ1) What is the outcome of process improvement by using 

Company X own process improvement method? 2) (RQ2) What would be different by us-

ing KAIZEN™ method for process improvements instead of the company own process im-

provement method? 3) (RQ3) How can a company or organisation interested in KAIZEN™ 

start the journey to implement Kaizen™ to be part of their own company culture?  

 

To understand the starting point, the key stakeholders of the process were surveyed. The 

selection of the people for the survey was done by the support of the Company X process 

team. End to End Service Management lifecycle management is interacting all together 22 

process owners, 12 process designers, 8 Decision making board members and 6 Portfolio 

team members, altogether 48 people.  The survey information collection was done by a 

survey conducted as an online survey – via internal survey tool. (Appendix 1). Some of 

the people wanted to share feedback over an interview instead of survey so the option of 

scheduling an interview was also provided. People in some countries (Belgium; Germany 

and France) were avoiding giving negative or constructive written feedback due to  

workers council and other instances. Hence the option of verbal feedback, documented by 

the interviewer, was used.  

 

With the survey the goal was to understand the stakeholders pain points, challenges and 

issues to be able to ensure sufficient coverage of the planned process improvement areas 
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in the forthcoming workshops for deep dives. The input was used to plan the next level of 

focus points and key areas of dissatisfaction.  

 

The design of the survey considered the fact that people were having limited amount of 

time to respond to surveys and hence the survey had to be kept fairly short, 10 questions 

with an option to also write open, free text input.  The main challenges in general with  

processes were around the efficiency of the process and this might be related to the  

visibility of the different steps inside the process. I wanted to also understand how well the 

people were aware of the transparency or the different steps needed to execute the  

different activities within the process. Issues with the steps between the different actions 

and process steps that might cause dissatisfaction in case there are unclarities about the 

handover point and the responsibility shift between 2 steps, 2 team or 2 persons.  

Additionally, the focus for the survey was also to understand how well the accountability 

and responsibility had been agreed or documented between the different process players.  

Finally, the survey focused on the turnaround time of the full process and challenges in 

the duration of the different steps. Are there activities that could be done faster, better or 

smoother and what could be supporting the increased speed? Part of the process steps 

had already been implemented to the new tooling, ServiceNow, but the entire process 

was not yet fully deployed in the tooling. Through the survey the understanding how well 

the tooling supported the execution, transparency and the role responsibilities was 

recorded. 

 

To get the comprehensive picture of the situation, the collected survey results and the  

interview outcome was used during the workshops to trigger different discussions and col-

lect additional information about the problems and areas for improvements. The input was 

also to steer the discussions during the workshops to avoid situation where the discussion 

would be getting side-tracked and the focus on finding the improvements would get lost.  

 

The Company X IT process organisation had created something called IT value chain – 

the aim of the Value chain was to create integration between the different ITIL process 

and to deliver transparency and traceability of the IT services end to end between the dif-

ferent service lifecycle stages. A lifecycle stage is defining each services life cycle or  

maturity level for the specific service. The used life cycle is broken down into four stages 

that help to identify where in the market service is at the current time. The company X was 

using following stages: Strategic, tactical, sunset and decom. Where the first stage  

indicates a new, evolving service attached to a strategical new direction. Tactical means a 

mature service that is seen being part of standard operations and used by most  
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employees or business units. Sunset stage implicates that most of the users have 

adopted something new that will replace current services. Decom stage indicates that de-

cision to ramp down of the service has been made an only a small number of users needs 

the services for a certain period.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16:  IT Lifecycle model (Company X IT Ecosystem Process Handbook, 2017) 

 

The aim of the model was to clearly share how IT works end to end. What IT delivers and 

what are the processes supporting IT in the delivery and in reaching the target. The model 

supported also the understanding of how individual use cases were managed, identifica-

tions of gaps and improving of processes. The Value chain supported also the measure-

ment of process performance and secured clear ownership with defined roles and respon-

sibilities for all process counterparts.  

 

Value stream consist of 4 main blocks supporting the plan, build, deliver and run stages of 

Service management – these 4 main phases are including several processes, also part of 

the standard ITIL framework. Part of the Plan phase we have Manage the IT strategy, 

manage enterprise architecture, manage IT portfolio and Manage Company X IT innova-

tion ideas. The goal of this area is to drive the IT portfolio to business innovation. Part of 

the Build phase we have manage requirements, manage IT programs, manage experi-

mentation and incubation and execute projects. This part is driving to build what business 

needs. Part of the Deliver phase we have the manage end user experience, call manage-

ment, request fulfilment, service communication and service catalogue management. This 

aimed to ensure that the service catalogue would fill the need of our customer and busi-

ness counterpart and manage and steer the business usage of IT services. Part of the 

Service detect and correct phase we have availability management, event management, 

incident management, problem management, change management, release and deploy 
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management, configuration management, capacity management, continuous service im-

provement, service level management, manage service documentation, service measure-

ment and reporting.  The goal of this part was to anticipate and resolve IT production is-

sues. All the 4 parts are very closely linked to each other and the goal was to ensure that 

we would be able to obtain a repeatable, predictable, coherent and future safe reference 

architecture for all IT services.  

 

Figure 17:  Value stream and related process for each lifecycle staged (Company X IT 

Ecosystem Process Handbook 2017) 

 

IT Value stream consisted of the 4 main blocks, lifecycle stages and the supporting activi-

ties to manage the efficiency and effectiveness of the IT value chains and primary value 

streams.  
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Figure 18: Supporting activities in the IT Values Stream (Company X IT Ecosystem  

Process Handbook) 

 

3.3 Scope  

Issues with the End to End Service Management Lifecycle process had been recognized 

by IT Leadership team. The request to improve, the direction and support from the leader-

ship was officially given to the lead of the process organisation in IT. A problem statement 

was created: Legacy IT Portfolio Management Process does not exist anymore in our  

current process landscape. New Project Portfolio management process has been estab-

lished but the End to End Service Lifecycle management process is missing. Decisions on 

Service portfolio changes are done in an isolated, unaligned way. Change implementation 

is causing problems for process flows, credit calculation, KPI measurement & reporting 

and contract deviations. Reference to the Legacy IT here meant the IT Process environ-

ment of Company X before the outsourcing in 2012.  

 

There was no transparency to the process phases and it was not clear who owned End to 

end the portfolio changes. Responsibilities were not clear, and they were divided to too 

many roles, the Tools (ServiceNow and Troux) were too complex to support the  

processes. Common terminology was confusing (process vs tool as Service offering). This 

problem statement led to conclusion: End to End lifecycle management process 

including the Service Portfolio management process purpose, scope, roles and  

responsibilities were not defined and agreed in sufficient manner. Ability to manage the 

portfolio well and lead the service cost management was cumbersome. Purpose of the 

survey and the workshops was to clarify the scope and target of the process, clarify and 

document the roles and responsibilities, improve the process turnaround time, remove 

waste (unnecessary actions, roles and overlapping activities) and finally present a stream-

lined, optimized and improved process for execution.  
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The thesis aimed also to create best practices for process optimization and process 

framework creation comparing the currently used process improvement methodology and 

the KAIZEN™ methodology. 

 

3.4 Research design 

This research is an action based scientific research study having multiple approaches, 

mainly qualitative, constructivist approach. The study analyses people’s perception of a 

process entity as well as the whole end to end process lifecycle. The study focuses also in 

analysing the current way of working and related tooling with the currently defined and 

executed roles and responsibilities within the process flows. Parts of the process was  

documented and existing, but part of the process was executed based on old assign-

ments, old roles and old organisational structures. The research study focused on both 

the existing documented material, but also investigated people’s perceptions and ways of 

working. The survey focused more on different process contributors experience and 

knowledge to understand the current pain points and current obstacles for efficient  

execution of the process.  

 

This research is descriptive by nature; the research focused to understand what the cur-

rent challenges are, what is causing them and what can be done to minimize, dissolve or 

correct the situation This research follows mainly Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle in conducting 

change. To collect the input by a survey, analyse the outcome,  

 

 

Figure 19: Theory Background, High-level research process 
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3.5 Research Approach 

Action research methodology was used to create the development plan for end to end 

Service lifecycle management process and the related improvement work. This approach 

emphasizes active participation in change situations while simultaneously conducting re-

search. The purpose was to solve a problem or areas of issues, helping the community to 

improve its practices and to produce best practice guidelines to further use. (Koshy Valsa; 

2005; p 3, 21) The reason for using action research was that the process had  

already been in use for some time and majority of the process counterparts agreed that 

the entire process flow needed to be remodelled due to experienced problems and issues 

with the processes.  

 

To ensure sufficient understanding about the issues within a process flow it is important to 

study the entire process end to end with all the inputs and outputs. If someone is only  

trying to improve one area and not the other interlinked areas the result might not improve 

the overall situation and lead to additional complexity for the other areas. 

 

Figure 20: Model of Action research process 

 

The action-based research was all about developing and act of knowing through observa-

tion, listening, analysing and question and being involved in constructing own knowledge 

(Koshy Valsa, 2005, p 9). The thesis was focusing on finding a baseline of the current  

situation and the working on the areas identified, possibly changing and improving things 

to then later reassessing the situation of the changed process flow with attached roles and 

responsibilities. After each observation round the input was analysed, actions taken and 

then after a certain period a re-evaluation of the situation was carried out to understand 

where further development or actions had to take place. 
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4 Conducting the research  

The empiric part of the research begun in July 2018 and was finished in September 2018 

starting with baseline data construction and analysis. The survey was done by using inter-

views, workshops and queries. The research was executed through 2 rounds of interviews 

one to analyse baseline situation and the second round of interviews was conducted after 

the remodelling, implementation and execution of the changed had been done and the 

new process and related tooling changes had been operational for 1 month. Findings and 

actions from the research will be presented later in the thesis. 

 

4.1 Online survey and interviews 

The main source to collect the information was an online survey tool built and used pro-

vided by Company X. All surveys were done for both rounds by using the Company X  

survey/query tool. Some people wanted to share their feedback via face to face interviews 

instead of a survey tool. An interview option, containing the same questions as the online 

survey was therefore provided as an option. The interviews were semi-structured to let 

each interviewee to speak his mind freely of his perceptions on what the current situation 

was and where the upcoming improvement actions would be most beneficial. But the 

same questions as in the online survey was the foundation for the interviews and the  

results were recorded so that the respondent saw what was recorded to be able to correct 

if something was misunderstood or misinterpreted. 

 

The people participating in the first survey, conducted prior to the deep-diver workshops, 

were selected from the primary stakeholder group, as defined by the Company X IT pro-

cess team. 48 people were chosen to be surveyed or interviewed depending on their own 

preferences. 34 people responded online, and 14 people wanted to share their feedback 

in an interview session. All people who were invited to the first round did completed the 

survey or interview. People were informed that the input would be stored and processed in 

a secure and confidential manner. No information about individual responses linked to 

certain respondent would be shared or displayed. All information would only be used to 

understand the current situation and as input for the next steps for the remodelling of the 

processes in scope.  

 

Triangulation is one way of increasing the reliability of the thesis (Kananen Jorma, 2011, 

p. 69).  This method combines several different research methods in one study. The phe-

nomenon is approached from many angles, using several different methods. The aim is to 
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find confirmation for the research results and their interpretation (Kananen Jorma, 2011, 

p.69). The material related to the phenomenon could be collected by using more than one 

collection method, for example survey, observation and interview. 

 

The interviews were not allowed to be recorded so online notes were created throughout 

the interview sessions, so that the person being interviewed was able to see on the 

screen during the interview was written. Any misinterpretations were corrected and 

aligned during the interview. Most of the interviews were conducted virtually over phone 

(with screensharing option) or videoconference. The interview was based on the same 

question sheet that was used in the online survey tool. Questions can be found in the Ap-

pendix 1. Each interview lasted approximately one hour. 

 

After the interviews a small working team analysed the results and based on the feedback 

started to plan the areas of deep-dives for the workshops. The primary areas of concern 

raised from the first round of interviews were around documentation, duration of the pro-

cess and the supporting tooling. The lack of the quality of the documentation touched all 

areas of the process including the process flows, process roles and the process steps.  

 

4.2 Preparations for workshops 

Workshop preparations considered the feedback collected during the survey and the sup-

porting interviews, 3 principal areas were easily discovered. The workshop for the deep 

dives had to focus on improving the following areas: increasing the transparency between 

the different process steps, clarify and document the roles and responsibility of each 

person in the process and decrease the turnaround time of the process and between the 

different process steps.  

 

The working team agreed to use one external person to the organisation to support to  

facilitate the workshop to ensure that focus on the right things and right elements would 

take place. And to also secure that the internal team, all belonging to the same unit, would 

not fall in to “political” debate about the various aspects of the roles and responsibilities. 

And, to secure that the people would be focusing on finding the waste from the process 

and topics for improvements. 

 

The findings from the first-round survey were presented to the management to ensure that 

the focus points and the findings were reflected in the right manner. Simultaneous the 

working team searched for support and approval to keep the deep dive sessions with 
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allocation of key people from the process community. Approvals were obtained and a 

workshop team consisting of 11 people, 10 from the Company IT organisation with roles 

from Service Catalogue owner, Process owners and process designers and 1 external fa-

cilitator was scheduled. The participants had distinct roles in the process and the selection 

of the key counterparts was not easy, since everyone considered this kind of process 

improvement activity as additional work assignment and it was hard to find volunteers to 

participate. The roles invited to the workshop all represented at least one key role in the 

process flow. The Strategy manager was the one representing the overall strategy for the 

organisation ensuring that the services derived with the process is in line with the overall 

strategy. The IT architect represented the overall process architecture but also the view of 

ensuring that the service design derived with the process was in line with the overall  

enterprise architecture. The stakeholder manager in the workshop represented the cus-

tomer or the business of the process and the role was to ensure that the process changes 

would reflect the voice of the customer. Service owner in the workshop represented the 

voice of all service owners who would be the receivers of any of the outcomes of the pro-

cess flow, impacting their service offering to business or customers. The portfolio  

manager represented the overall service portfolio activities and he had to ensure that the 

changes from the process resulting in changes in the overall service portfolio would be 

possible to be implemented. The process owner and the process designers of the work-

shop represented the process owner community and ensured that the dependencies to 

the other processes were captured in the correct way.   

 

During the preparations also, the service integrator in the role of process implementor was 

brought in. The key role for the service integrator in the community was to later secure the 

implementation of the processes in the agreed tools and ensure training and overall coor-

dination of the processes amongst all the IT players in successful delivery of the IT ser-

vices.  

  

Prior to the workshop a small team worked on preparations of the workshops – ensuring 

access to the latest documented process flow, roles and responsibilities documentation 

and other related documentation for the working team. A kick off meeting was held to set 

the scene for the workshop together with expectations of the outcome and prework  

required by everyone (appendix 4). Material about the current processes and the  

dependencies including the storage place of the current process was distributed to all par-

ticipants prior to the workshop. Everyone was requested to prepare themselves for the 

workshop by collecting/preparing following items:  
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Preparation needed from participants: 

1. Clarify and consider to yourself purpose of the process 

2. Consider scope, collect facts (templates, screenshots, documents) about input and 

deliverables requirements in process contact points, starting and ending point 

3. Data collection, how many IT portfolio changes are done, which type of changes or 

projects are majority 

4. Performance data, how quickly changes are implemented, how well customer  

requirements fulfilled? 

 

Once the timing of the workshop was agreed, the facilities were book and all the logistics 

agreed, the importance of setting the scene and share the management buy in for the ac-

tivities was essential. The working team requested Senior Managers to open the work-

shop and share the expectations of the work in front of the workshop participants. 

 

4.3 Conducting Workshops 

Due to the nature of our organisation, where the people are spread across the global to 

many various locations and due to ongoing travel restrictions, we had to plan the deep 

dive workshops as virtual workshops via teleconferencing and video conferencing options 

and my using WebEx platform as the sharing tool to enable online sharing of applications 

required during the workshop (such as vision, power point, word). The workshops were 

conducted during 3 consequent evenings by using the online facilities. Each workshop 

lasted 6 hours.  

 

The workshop agenda for each day: 

Opening and introductions 

Purpose (problem statement) and deliverables of workshop 

Agree name and purpose of the process (what this process does) 

Scope definition 

1. Starting and ending point 

2. Inputs to process, outputs (deliverables) 

3. What are contact points for other processes, inputs needed and their deliv-

erables 

Draw future process with main steps 

4. Include some KPI: s, how do I know if process is working? 

Define action plan to achieve future process 
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The first workshop day was opened by a senior manager that explained the importance of 

the work and addressed the key outcomes required from the workshop. The message was 

clear: Improve the transparency, simplify the process flows to increase the turnaround 

down and document the roles and responsibilities. 

 

The external facilitator asked the service integrator to ensure the process changes  

discussed would be documented constantly during the workshop. Once a decision was 

reached the new process flow would be update accordingly – so the redrawing of the  

process flow continued during the workshop and was managed by one person.  

 

The methodology used in the workshop to look at the processes and improve the  

processes were the company own interpretation of multiple different best practices to do 

process improvement and process optimization. All participants invited to the workshop 

had been working with processes and process modelling in some aspect. Assumption was 

that everyone knew how to write or describe a process. But not detailed explanation was 

given what method if any was used. 

 

Company X process improvement methodologies are different in different part of the or-

ganisation and it depends on who is part of the working group who defines the way of 

working to initiate the process improvements. Only in some parts of the Company X other 

organisations the adaptation of a Kaizen culture and KAIZEN™ methodology had started. 

Within the Company X IT organisation, no real KAIZEN™ activities or events had been 

started. The decision about starting Kaizen in other parts of the Company X had been 

made by the Company X leadership team in the organisations but no company holistic 

agreement or decision had been made.  

 

The aim was to look at the current process flow (appendix 2) and identify the key areas 

where we could improve the transparency, simplify the process and increase the turna-

round time. Everyone had their own view and after discussing 11 different opinions it was 

evident that the work had to be done by walking through the process flow from beginning, 

each box and each role separately.  

 

During the first day only the 2 first process steps were discussed and many opinions 

about how it was done today versus how it should or could be done were discussed. The  

Facilitator, as an external to the organisation, had to explain several times that the goal is 

to look at how things were documented now and how things were done now and then 
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draw a conclusion how things should be documented going forward to be able to get the 

updated process how things are to be done in the future.  

 

After each day a small core team finalized the outcome of the day and distributed the  

material. After day 1 it was evident that the way the workshop was planned by having  

people in remote locations was not really the best way – people had to flip between two 

different screens – one showing the process flow in discussion and the other screen 

showing how it was redone by the Service integrator. There were issues with the connec-

tion and sometimes comments from remote locations were not captured properly due to 

technical issues in the voice quality. It was agreed that day 2 would start to look at who 

are really the roles that needs to be involved in the process, instead of continuing to try to 

figure out how to improve the situation of a documented process that is executed differ-

ently from both role, responsibility and activity point of view. 

 

Day 2 was opened by the process team responsible, she emphasised the key outcome 

that we had to achieve. She reminded everyone about the cooperation and the team work 

that we had in front of us. The goal of the workshop was not to identify additional issues or 

topics that might not work or might need to change due to updates in the process or re-

lated tooling. She recaptured what we had been able to achieve during day 1 and clearly 

emphasised that day 2 would focus on defining and agreeing the needed roles in the  

organisation to conduct part of the processes. 

 

Old process flow was again shared, and 11 people started again all to explain how they 

saw the process roles to be required and which people had to be included and which roles 

could be excluded. The external facilitator reminded the working team about the im-

portance to distinguish the roles with real responsibility versus people who would need to 

know or only support the different activities to be conducted within the process. Service 

integrator was reworking the required roles in the swim lane process diagram during the 

workshop (Appendix 7). As an outcome of day 2 the roles were reduced from 12 to 7. This 

result was derived from multiple different things such as change of the organisational 

structure after the original process diagram was created, renaming of the process during 

the workshop to explain and represent the actual desired outcome of the process and also 

identifying roles that only would require to be informed and not really have an executional 

role within the process. The new name of the process was agreed to be Manage IT Ser-

vice portfolio.  
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After day 2 a smaller working team finalized the notes and submitted the outcome to all 

participants as preparations for day 3. The goal of day 3 was discussed and agreement 

for the goal of day 3 was agreed. The last day had to really focus on ensuring  

transparency to inflow and outflow of activities. Meaning which actions were done by each 

of the process roles and what was the action and what was required from the next person.  

 

Day 3 was opened by the process team responsible and she recaptured the discussion 

briefly from day 2 and shared the goal of day 3 to ensure that all participants would under-

stand the importance of day 3 and not go back to earlier discussion from day 1 or day 2. 

The whole team was reminded about the 3 main goals to improve the transparency, de-

crease the turnaround time and improve the clarify and documentation about the roles and 

responsibility.  

 

To the last day of the workshop only 7 people joined, which of course resulted in that all 

required roles were not present, and the rest of the people did not have insight into the 

role descriptions and responsibilities in details. Some of the agreements (who should be 

inserting the data to the tool, which fields are mandatory to be filled in, who should be sub-

mitting the approval) made during the workshop was made on best guess basis and had 

to be clarified and confirmed after the workshop. The new swim lane (appendix 7) was 

drawn during day by the service integrator based on the discussion held for the different 

responsibilities represented as boxes within the swim lanes. The arrows show the flow  

between the different activities and different people in the process.  Above the arrows brief 

explanation about what the arrow indicates as the action was added to explain more in  

detail what is the action required. Yellow boxes indicated dependency to another process 

with separate process description and responsibilities, but these boxes are essential for 

this process to ensure that this process flow is triggering right actions in the surrounding 

processes.   

 

4.4 Remodelling the process, training and communica tion 

The remodelling of the process flows was conducted during the workshops. One person 

was redrawing the swim lanes and the input and outputs from each workflow stage during 

the workshop so that all participants were able to view online how the drawing was  

proceeding. Additional work that had to take place after the workshop by the service  

integrator was that he updated the RACI matrix (RACI explains the R=Responsibility, 

A=Accountability, C=Consulting and I=Informed parties within a process step. Who needs 

to do what or what is the individuals specific role in the step).  
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Majority of the concerns between the old and the new process were around out of date  

organisational structures, out of date roles and responsibilities, process flow not reflecting 

how things were executed in real life. The overall feedback was that the documented 

workflow did not at all or very little reflect the way things are executed today.  

 

The organisation was explaining and documenting the processes with a process swim 

lane chart (appendix 2 and 7) for the end users to be able to understand the processes. 

The diagram was built with a western reading logic that the process starts from the top left 

corner and one will follow the process from left to right and from top to bottom. Each swim 

lane represents a person or role, each box represents either the activity or input/output to 

another process. The arrows in the diagram explains the direction of the information. The 

value of having the process explained in a picture format is easier for the reader to follow 

and see the dependencies and required parties with responsibilities. Usually a process  

diagram is further explained with a RACI table and additional documentation to explain the 

responsibilities in detail.  

 

Clear actions regarding the overall documentation update, communication and training 

were agreed during the workshop to be executed after the workshop. This included also 

the follow up of the agreed changes to the supporting tooling. The changes agreed during 

the workshop had to be executed prior to the communication to the impacted people. Any 

tool changes were done out of business hours by the external service integrator. Pro-

posals of the changes were discussed and agreed between the service integrator and the 

small working team after the workshops were finalized. Updates to the tool had to be done 

for certain field names, organisational structure changes and owner of certain workflows. 

More details about the action items in the appendix 5. Some of the actions were such that 

they required more internal decision if the organisation would be willing to invest additional 

time and effort in conducting further simplification of the process environment.   

 

Once the workshops were held and the process was ready to be released, the process 

owner supported by other colleague’s schedule 4 global All hands calls inviting all people 

in the organisation to participate and hear about the key changes, new process flow and 

changes of roles and responsibilities. Separately the process actors had 4 scheduled 

meetings where they discussed in detail and testing of the new process took place. The 

working team held separately 2 meetings with senior management, who had requested 

the work to be conducted, to share the key outcomes, improvements and recommenda-

tions for next steps.  
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The senior management requested the working team to conduct a follow up survey 1 

month from the release of the new improved process and associated tooling enhance-

ments. The same survey was conducted using the same online tooling and the same set 

of questions were used to ensure possibilities to compare the results before and after.  

 

4.5 Conducting a new survey  

Once the new process had been rolled out and executed in 4 weeks the process team 

 invited the original list of responded to a second survey. Out of the 48 people who partici-

pated to the first survey 40 people responded to the second survey.  

 

Same questions with the same online survey tool as previously were asked to the same 

stakeholder group who were surveyed previously. The focus was now to understand the 

changes and impact of the new process and related tooling (appendix 6).   

 

The stakeholder group had been requested to respond to the second survey during the All 

Hands calls and the message had also been strengthened by the communication from the  

Company X IT leadership team. Additional feedback and improvement ideas had been  

requested from the whole community too. If someone wanted to share ideas for improve-

ment or generic feedback they were supposed to address them to the IT process team. 

 

The survey was sent to the participants and again the option to answer face to face or via 

telephone interview had to be given, due to the same reason as during the first survey 

phase. 10 people out of 40 wanted to have a phone call to share their feedback. Same ap-

proach as during survey 1 was used. The respondent was able to see the recording done 

via the online sharing tool, WebEx. Additional information given was recorded so that the 

respondent could see and propose changes in case he did not feel that the interviewer un-

derstood the point correctly. Each of the interviews lasted between 30 min and 45 min. 

 

 

4.6 Analysing outcome and preparing next steps 

When comparing the original process flow (appendix 2) with the new process flow (appen-

dix 7) one can just by looking at the visual outcome see a simplification. The improvement 

actions have resulted also in less players or less people with assigned responsibility. The 

number of different counterparts to execute the various stages in the end to end service 

management lifecycle process had been decreasing from 12 to 7.  
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The new process flow is clearly visualizing inflow and out flow of each step and indicating 

outputs to other processes required to execute the actual outcome of some activities.  

 

The dependencies to other process outside the actual value chain was impossible to be  

described in one process flow – and this resulted in the more simplified visual outlook, but 

the level of complexity brought by the dependencies is not visible, nor tested or under-

stood.  

 

During the process rework the name of the process changed from End to End Service 

management lifecycle to Manage IT service portfolio since it became evident during the 

remodelling that the scope of the process was more to manage the service portfolio and 

not the whole End to End Service management lifecycle.  

 

Definition of roles and responsibilities during the workshop was cumbersome since all the 

areas were not fully documented, nor understood what the activities are happening in the 

distinct stages. Discussion about what was documented and how things really were done 

ended up in debates about if everything needs to be standardised or do we give freedom 

to people to execute on their best knowledge. Meaning 2 people acting in the same role, 

but in different part of the organisation might have the same responsibility, but they are 

executing the assigned action differently, ending ultimately up with same result. 

During the discussions in the workshop it became evident that people executing the same 

role and same activities did perform the activities differently in the tooling and in the  

process. A more detailed look at what were the actions required step by step would need 

to be carried out, simultaneous also the documentation about the required steps and  

actions would need to be done.  

 

Efficiency of the process might have been improved due to the removal of unnecessary 

steps discovered during the walkthrough of the process. But since the testing of the new 

process was not done during the workshop it was not evident if the process turnaround 

time was improved. Also, the implementation of the new process and change from the old 

way of doing to the new way of doing will take time. Since the different process steps were 

not standardised it would also be hard to measure the improvement since some of the  

activities required to be executed would be done manually outside the tool. The tool in use 

would only be able to provide statistic about the activities happening in the tool, the time 

progressed in the tool, but not manually outside the tool.  

 

Transparency to the different steps inside the full process became clearer. Since  

ultimately the discussion resulted in a significantly increased understanding what the  
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specific process was contributing to. The original understanding was that the process 

would interact with most of the subprocesses and underlaying other processes – but the 

outcome was that the interfaces to underlaying processes did not take place from the End 

to End Service lifecycle process, but rather the subprocesses. And, not all subprocesses 

were interacted from the End to End Service lifecycle management process, but rather the 

linkage could be from one subprocess to the next subprocess. So, a simplification of the 

interfaces to and from the End to End service lifecycle process was one clear outcome of 

the deep-dive, increased visibility into the inflows and outflows from the process in scope.  

Additionally, the discussion resulted in the increased transparency about what the tool 

was able to present to the users and the process responsible. The tool offers visibility to 

the things happening in the distinct phases that are executed in the tool – but not the work 

that is done outside the tool. Discussion about how to move all the activities solely to the 

tool resulted in discussion about further simplification of the process that would need to 

take place later.  

 

Process flow diagram was updated to reflect not only how things were executed today, but 

also how the approvals and the decisions would need to flow from one stage of the  

process to the other to ensure transparency of approvals and decisions required to move 

from one stage to the next. Documentation was updated to reflect also who would need to 

approve individual requests and which approvals would go to the IT Governance steering 

committees. Additionally, clarification was secured around who would need to be con-

sulted or preparing the approvals and how the decision would need to be recorded and 

cascaded.  

 

Discussion about the updates of the roles and responsibilities was held on high-level. But 

since approval of individual persons responsibility changes would have required an ap-

proval from Line manager and in some cases from the country specific HR or Workers 

council the role and responsibility discussions were documented but not finally agreed. 

This would be one item for action later together with the Company X IT leadership team.  

 

Agreement on changes regarding the tooling was also documented, and Service integra-

tor as the tool provider took the actions agreed during the workshop for implementation to 

be later verified and tested during an agreed pilot with the process owners and process 

designers. The tool enhancements were done rapidly during the following weekend by the 

service integrator, but no testing nor piloting of the new process was conducted.  

 

Next steps to further improve the process and the related tooling would require an addi-

tional deep dive into the dependencies and full process trial end to end to ensure that the 
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original objectives of improving transparency, turnaround time and sufficiently defining the 

roles and responsibilities for optimized execution. Next steps would also need to look at 

new ways of documenting the dependencies of the other processes and how the results 

or outcomes of the processes with a dependency can be managed or monitored.  

Measuring of the processes and setting a KPI is challenging without being able to  

distinguish all relationships and dependencies. 

 

This way of conducting process improvements was very unstructured and improvements 

were discussed based on the feeling or the area seen as the most unsatisfying and  

usually the goal and the target were forgotten. In the KAIZEN™ method there is a clear 

structure how things are done and how people will be working in the same location  

making the process flow visible on the “wall”, flipchart or boards – and then identifying the 

key roles, key process steps and iterations finding room for improvement – what is the 

real waste and what are the areas that can be further improved. The process also takes 

the people to the Gemba to really witness how things are done – during the workshop 

there was an attempt to get people to bring real case examples (like printouts, print 

screens from tools etc.) but these were never used since the discussion was more about 

what is the process today and who needs to be there. The conducted workshops were 

hard to manage due to technical issues and technical limitations (jumping between 2 dif-

ferent shared screens, old and new process flow).   

 

Deliverables from the 3 workshop days was the remodelled process swim lane chart and 

a more detailed understanding among the participants what the process area is targeting 

to achieve. After the workshop the follow up actions delivered a more detailed and  

updated RACI explaining the responsibilities and updated training material explaining the 

changes and the new process flow with actions and activities.  

 

Main changes between the 2 different process diagrams is the reductions of roles and 

clarification of the responsibilities. But the 2 different process diagrams are now also rep-

resenting two different things. The original process diagram (appendix 2) described the 

end to end service lifecycle model and the updated process diagram (appendix 7) de-

scribed the process for Manage IT Service portfolio. The value of the new diagram was to 

reflect how the real work was done – and not visualizing something that the organisation 

assumed to be the way work was executed by people. 
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4.7 Data collection methods 

As the PDCA –cycle in Chapter 2.4 showed, figure 4, all proposals for corrective actions 

or improvement starts with identifying the areas for improvement or changes, which can 

be done using, interviews, online surveys, gemba walks, data analysis and queries, root 

cause analysing workshops with five whys, cause-and-effect diagram or pareto-analysis. 

 

In this survey the study wanted to understand the process user perception and current 

mode of operation with already identified issues and problems. Due to the nature of the 

organisation located in many various locations globally we were not able to pull the people 

together to one site.  The usage of the gemba walks is a very useful method to identify the 

problematic areas. This means in practice that the people will go where the real activities, 

actions are carried out. Gemba means a real place, where the action is – leaving the com-

fort of the meeting room and going where the work is done. The phase following the 

Gemba is the Gembutsu – analysing the relevant information surrounding the area for im-

provement or a problem. This can be done by interviewing employees in an encouraging 

way, where the focus is on resolving the problem, not blaming anyone. (Charron et al 

2015, 288 - 289) Gemba should be used also in verifying the results where the process 

output is taken in production.  

 

In this study the data collection was done using online survey, interviews and knowledge 

of people joining the workshops. There was a request to the participants of the workshops 

to prepare and bring use cases and real-life data to the workshop. No Gemba walks and 

real-life examples from the process and tooling environment was presented during the 

workshops. 

 

4.8 Data analyses 

Survey results were collected and consolidated for both phases. Also, the free text com-

ments and additional feedback during the interviews were analysed.  48 people 

responded to the first interview round and 40 people to the second interview round. The 

same target group was used, and the same questions were used. For interview phase 2 it 

was highlighted that we are focusing now on the execution of the new process flow and 

related activities. The respondents were familiar of the process already before the new 

process implementation or had a significant role in the End to End Service lifecycle  

management process. All people were supposed or assumed to have been trained to the 

process areas, roles and responsibilities and the tooling supporting the entire End to End 

Service management lifecycle process. Also, all the respondents received the same infor-

mation during and after the implementation of the new process and related tooling 
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changes. The communication of the changes, the meeting invitations and additional op-

portunities for walk through of the new process and the tooling was sent to all parties.  

 

The first area of comparison what was the difference before and after the conducted 

changes, improvements and adjustments  

 

Comparison of the average results where we can clearly see improvements in all areas: 

  

Figure 21: Average result for each question and comparison between interview 1 and in-

terview 2. (List of questions can be found in Appendix 1) 

 

Figure 21 is comparing the average results for each question between the survey 1 con-

ducted prior to the workshops and survey 2 conducted 1 month from releasing the pro-

cess and the changes in the tooling. Questions in the both surveys are the same with  

using also the same average scale 1 – 5 (where 1 is representing low score and 5 is rep-

resenting high score)  

 

We can clearly see an improvement in all of the areas but the most remarkable improve-

ments have taken place in the areas of  question 2 (According to your experience how 

transparent is the process), question 3 (according to your experience how well are the 

process steps defined in the e2e process), question 9 (according to your experience how 

satisfying is the duration of the process execution)  and questions 10 (according to your 

experience how well is the tooling working for the process. 

 

Least improvement has taken place around how well the process steps are defined (ques-

tion 5). During the remodeling of the process flows it became evident that how the process 
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had been documented and how it has been executed did not meet up. The way the pro-

cess was executed did not reflect the original process flow. The outcome of the  

remodeling was matching more the way things are done, but the new process flow also 

reflected the approvals and decisions that had to take place according to the unit govern-

ance. During the workshops it became clear that all parties had not been aware of the dif-

ferent approval bodies nor mandatory decision points. This are would require hands-on 

training and monitoring to be effective and implemented in a correct way.  

 

Areas where moderate improvements had taken place question 1 (according to your ex-

perience how efficient is the process), question 4 (According to your experience how well 

are the role defined), question 6 (According to your experience how well are the is the ac-

countability executed for the different parts), questions 7 (according to your experience 

how well is the process documented) and question 8 (According to your experience how 

satisfying is the duration of the process execution). Common for all these questions were 

that the decisions about the next steps was not possible to be done by the working team 

nor by the IT Process team.  

 

Decisions regarding role and responsibility changes must be agreed with Line managers, 

HR and the Workers councils (in some countries). The accountability of the different pro-

cess areas was tied to the role description and the execution of the assigned role with 

right level of understanding of the impact and the areas of concern. Turnaround time and 

the measuring of the efficiency of the process was related to the agreement of a common 

measuring framework and establishment of KPI’s. This was discussed and the current 

tooling, ServiceNow, would be able to provide metrics about the distinct stages and the 

steps but currently it had not been enabled for all parts and a change to the enablement of 

the measuring would require a contract change between Company X and Service integra-

tion.  
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Figure 22: showing the average difference between survey 1 and 2  

 

If we compare the 2 surveys and the understanding of people. We can see a clear  

scattering between the different questions. The understanding of each area is very  

scattered between the respondents. 

 

 

Figure 23: showing the scattering between survey 1 and 2  

 

Biggest areas of concerns are in the following areas:  question 5 (According to your expe-

rience how well process steps are defined in the e2e process), question 9 (According to 

your experience how satisfying is the duration of the process execution) and question 10  

(According to your experience how well is the tooling working for the process). The  

understanding and visibility of the end to end process varied a lot between the people, 

mainly because one process owner or process designer was usually looking at their own 
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area only, with the closest interfaces. They did not need to know nor understand the areas 

after or before, since their focus was only on executing their own area of responsibility 

with the closest interfaces.  

 

The differences how the process owner conducted their own area of responsibility was 

also discovered. During the discussions it was evident that some people were able to use 

the advantage of the ServiceNow tool, as automated interface, guiding the different ac-

tions required, while others used a semi-automated way by taking the work ticket from the 

tool, manually working on the topic and the entering the outcome or result back to the tool. 

Some people were working fully outside the ServiceNow tool and had no interfaces to the 

tool or the rest of the community.  

 

Issues with the tool data quality was also raised during the discussion, the tool contained 

still old terms, old organizational teams and functions and did not in all cases have the 

right options or fields to use. The tool was very cumbersome to use or preventing from 

streamlined interaction with others contributing to the process execution. Those who did 

not use the tool yet were surprised that they could execute their process part without a 

linkage to the tool. It became evident that these people had used manual swivel chair  

approach, meaning someone else had been feeding their contribution to the tool, without 

the process counterpart being aware of it. The swivel chair approach delayed the signifi-

cantly the process. 

 

4.8.1 Communication of the outcome and recommendati ons 

Outcome of the work all together, was discussed with the Company X IT leadership team. 

Topics that the working team had not been able to resolve for example changes in the 

roles and responsibilities, new job descriptions etc. was left for Company X IT leadership 

team for actions or further discussion.  

 

The new process was launched via different all hands call to the impacted organisation 

and through the Company X IT Ecosystem handbook, available online for anyone, in the 

impacted organisation including the providers, for self-help and study. 

 

The recommendations for the next steps were discussed in the process group steering 

team – responsible for all IT processes in the organisation. Different proposals about the 

next steps were made and were left to be discussed later. No clear actions for the next 

steps were agreed due to the lack of support for the final actions from the Company X IT 

Leadership team.   
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5 Research results and conclusions  

5.1 Improvement proposals 

When companies want to invest in improving and changing things it is important to get the 

management support and commitment to allow people to spend time and effort in activi-

ties required. The work should not be something additional, but time should be allocated 

to activities promoting continuous improvement. The importance of implementing the cul-

ture of Kaizen and strengthening the overall strategy and direction with the Leaders Kai-

zen™ is key to success. In this study it became evident that the implementation of Lead-

ers Kaizen™ with the disciplines was missing.  

 

Outcome of the workshop was that the process community sat down and reviewed the 

complex areas together – worked through the distinct phases and different activities – but 

since the work was done virtually via videoconference it was easy to observe that  

focus on the topic during the 6 h workshops were hard to maintain for all participants. A 

workshop with people in the same room would have been much more beneficial since  

majority of the discussions was hard to follow or hard to understand. Recommendation 

would be to allow people to travel to one location and maintain the working team in a cen-

tralized location all able to see and hear everyone. By implementing the Breakthrough 

Kaizen™ model supported by Leaders Kaizen™ the outcome of the process simplification 

would have been different. There was no clear strategy and agreed follow-up model within 

the company nor commitment to drive through all the identified actions.  Part of the Kaizen 

methodology the facilitation of the workshops is embedded in the process and all work-

shops would have been conducted with strict discipline  

 

Despite the prework given all participants came with different understanding about the  

objective of the workshop and the process targets. People had a different view on the  

process in scope and the target of the work. Preparation of workshops should never be 

underestimated. Links to documentation and related other supportive material had been 

distributed well in advance to the participants – but it became evident that some of the 

participants had not even bothered to open the links, nor study the delivered material. 

Preparation for the actions given, to dig out facts and metrics had not happened for all 

participants. And incremental approach to the workshop could be beneficial – to keep sev-

eral short working sessions to ensure that people would be prepared and ready for the ac-

tual workshop. But on the other hand, no one can be responsible for someone else’s work 

and contribution. The missing element of using the Gemba walks and review the real work 

condition, people in actions and working with real data was missing from the Company X 
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process improvement work. All of this would have been completed during the Break-

through Kaizen™. 

 

Discussions during the workshop was well facilitated but also a lot of ideas that were not 

directly input to the process in scope came up. All these ideas would need to be recorded 

and later looked at as potential input and improvement ideas for other process areas or 

related tooling. During the workshop the facilitator interrupted discussion that were side-

tracked or not directly related to the ongoing workshop. These improvement ideas and ac-

tions were recorded to a “parking-lot” for later consideration by the steering team. Parking-

lots should be used in the discussion to ensure that people are able to work in an innova-

tive fashion and bring up related topics for later discussion. But the parking-lot approach 

should not be encouraged and promoted so that the focus on the actual workshop topic 

stays in-tacked. 

 

Facilitation of a workshop must be conducted in with strict discipline – but with possible 

flexibility if required. Part of the prework it has been agreed which topics the workshop 

should focus on, but during the discussion other essential topics came up and the discus-

sions and the work was side tracked. Importance of making things visible to all partici-

pants should also be considered. During the workshop the process flow was constantly 

shown – and all updates were made on the fly – but the facilitator would need to ensure 

that the person drawing the updates would have sufficient time to execute the changes 

without being interrupted constantly with additional demands or additional requests.  

Finalization of the work, like wording adjustments, layout, colouring etc should be done af-

ter the workshop.  

 

Considering the time invested in the remodelling – and the amount of work effort – the 

outcome could have been more dramatically improved. The outcome reflected now the 

way the things are done versus how it was designed to be done. But the improvements of 

how things could be conducted to obtain more optimized performance was not embedded 

in the discussion. Recommendation would be that there would be frequent revisit of the 

process to verify if the documented process is reflecting the way things are done. And are 

things done according to what has been documented. Also, a benchmarking to best prac-

tices and other related processes could be used to identify areas of improvement.  

 

5.2 Impact of KAIZEN™ methodology for the research  

If Company X would have chosen, the KAIZEN™ methodology to improve the End to End 

Service Management Lifecycle process the approach would have been a bit different. The 
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overall commitment for the work would have been recognized by implementing the KAI-

ZEN™ strategy part setting the foundation and goals for the overall work. By having a 

clear goal, the working team would have had the management buy in and also clear 

agreed improvement targets what the work should try to achieve.  

 

IT process team responsible for arranging the work would have been implemented by 

Leaders KAIZEN™. What the leaders would have needed to adapt from a behaviour point 

of view to coach and mentor the team to review and improve the process. During the 

workshops it was recognized that people were distracted by emails and meetings, and the 

attention the actual work was not maintained throughout the workshop days. By having a 

sufficient Leaders KAIZEN™ implemented the commitment from the Leaders to mentor 

the employees would have been better.  

 

By implementation of Daily KAIZEN™ the actual change to the way of working, and a 

walkthrough of the Gemba with the aspect of people’s behaviours and culture would have 

been reviewed. Now the process improvement work was done remotely, with no clear 

facts not evidence how the actual work was done. The required pre-work by the partici-

pants, to bring in print screens from the tools, process steps etc. was not completed and 

the real understanding of how the steps and the actions were done and by whom was 

missed. The process improvement activities were done on best guess basics.  

 

Implementation of the phase, Breakthrough KAIZEN™ is the phase where the changes 

are implemented with measurable KPI’s to secure the continuation and continuous im-

provement mindset.  This phase will also ensure that the cultural mindset of people will be 

secured and that all impacted people will be adhering to the new improved way of work-

ing. In the exercise made by Company X the communication and training of the new up-

date process was done, but the actual implementation journey was partly incomplete due 

to some facts that were not possible to be solved by the working team, like nomination of 

people to roles, changes of responsibility and updating of process flows related to organi-

sational aspects. If the KAIZEN™ methodology would have been used to improve the pro-

cess flows the Leaders KAIZEN™ and the Support KAIZEN™ would have stepped in to 

ensure that any bottlenecks or issues preventing a successful and harmonized implemen-

tation of the process improvements would have been mitigated. 
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5.3 Conclusions on the End to End service managemen t life cycle model 

The whole End to End Service management lifecycle process had many dependencies 

and many in and outputs. The documentation of the process was hard to maintain since 

also local variances exists how the process is executed. Process control and performance 

monitoring would need to be embedded to ensure sufficient visibility, execution maturity 

and transparency into the maturity of the process.   

 

The outcome of the process improvement conducted with company own resources and 

own way of conducting improvement cycles resulted in a process reflecting the way things 

were done today – rather how they were designed to be done on paper or how they could 

be further improved or optimized. The workshops resulted in better awareness of the pro-

cess and the dependencies including a new model for roles and responsibilities.  

 

Usage of external person for facilitation was a clever idea since he brought questions and 

insight into the various stages without having a pre-learned way of understanding the pro-

cess end to end. Downside of having an external to the community brought in was that the 

working team had to use valuable time to explain basics of how the organisation works, 

what are the current roles and how the different processes and tools interacts. All these 

aspects were known to the rest of the workshop team.   

 

The first attempt to standardise and streamline the process was done by using company 

own resources and company own process improvement framework. The people who par-

ticipated in the work were working with processes and related tooling on a daily base. As-

sumption could have been that they would be the best people to contribute in the improve-

ment efforts but on the other hand if the goal and the importance of the outcome would 

not significantly improve the situation of the contributors is the invested time and effort  

adequate?  

 

The current IT organisation had been going through a notable change process were two 

different companies merged and in addition also worked with several suppliers to deliver 

the IT services. This work just behind and the IT process environment still being executed 

with old and new processes and old and new responsibilities would need to go through a 

more significant revamp of the overall situation before trying to fix individual process areas 

and related roles.  

 

It became evident that there are still people who are executing their responsibilities with 

old tools, old processes and old responsibilities – implementation to one IT environment is 
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still ongoing or the transition had not yet been started. Recommendation would be to have 

a change project initiated to first analyse the areas of transition work required with defini-

tion of the magnitude required. And then the follow up projects would secure the individual 

process remodelling with required activities.   

 

Outcome of the carried-out activities resulted in the renaming of the process to better 

describe the process interfaces and outcome and this renaming already indicates that the 

Company X IT process landscape as whole would require remodelling and not only focus 

on individual process entities.  

 

 

5.4 Conclusions on the readiness to take the KAIZEN ™ model into use 

Transforming an organization is hard. Creating a learning culture across two kinds of cul-

tures or even across multiple locations around the world – is even harder. Companies are 

usually looking at cost as the key driver for any changes instead of individual needs of 

employees. To focus on individual learning and change, this would help the entire organi-

zation to learn and would span both the culture issues (organizational and local) but also it 

would promote individual learning (Conner Marcia et all 2004, p285) 

 

During the execution of the survey and the workshop the cost was never the driver for the 

process optimization work in the company. Hence it would be possible to use the Kaizen 

way of executing the process performance improvements. The Company X IT leadership 

team would need to be introduce to the Kaizen ™ method to improve their KAIZEN™ 

awareness. 

 

The traditional way of trying to optimize processes is bring in more people to execute work 

when the Kaizen™ method will help to understand how the current people/workforce can 

execute things by standardizing work and therefore increasing the turnaround time and 

the actions done during the same elapsed time.  

 

5.4.1  Benefits of KAIZEN™ in use  

Company X would need to look at the current problems and opportunities at hand. If the 

company is not willing to invest time and effort in incremental improvement and cherish a 

continuous improvement cycle there would be any direct actions to increase revenue and 

grow the company. Of course, the company can do project type of investments to in-

crease the revenue to grow the company but those will be considered as one of project 
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investments that will later result in potential higher OPEX/CAPEX due to need for addi-

tional headcount, machinery etc.  

 

Once the Company X has identified the problem the next step is to understand the root 

cause of the problem. Essential is to understand the difference here between company 

strategy and the improvement system that Kaizen™ methodology will introduce via the im-

plementation of the KAIZEN™ Business system (KBS).  The whole idea with the introduc-

tion of the KBS is to understand the impact on the product system, in the case of the com-

pany on the impact of the process team and the related stakeholders executing the  

different process steps having an outcome on the service delivery to the customers. KBS 

is not going to work alone on improving the company strategy planning, innovation, mar-

keting, sales etc. (figure 21). The improvement work will focus on the people on the field, 

operators working on delivering the processes, executing the processes and designing the 

processes to secure successful delivery of the IT services end to end. And all the above 

will contribute in Business excellence and growth. 

 

 

Figure 24: Role of Kaizen in Company Strategy @copyright KAIZEN™ Institute. All rights 

reserved 

 

Outcome of the process improvements and the deployment of a KBS will result into 

growth. Customers of the IT services will be able to faster receive their desired service, 

new service launches will be quicker and the transparency to the IT services will be  

secured through an improved traceability of the different actions from request to delivery.  

 

Quality of the individual service requests and service tickets will be improved since the 

customers are able to understand the IT services and related dependencies better and 

therefore request more specifically what is the service or component required. Once the 
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request is more specific the turnaround time in the execution engine will be improved 

since the field engineers do not need to go back in the delivery chain to ask for clarifica-

tion or additional input to understand what is required. 

 

Once the implementation of KBS is improving the transparency into the process flow and 

the required actions also the understanding and motivation of the individual contributors 

will increase and result into clarity of own area of responsibility and improved job satisfac-

tion.  

 

For the company to get the KBS implemented and deployed to its organization they would 

need to make a onetime investment and invite a Kaizen™ coach to execute the Kaizen™ 

projects. 

 

The fundamental Principles of the KAIZEN™ methodology is to 1) create customer value 

by identifying customer interests and improve customer experience, 2) Improve the effi-

ciency by removing Muda (examples of Muda; waiting of people, waiting of material and 

information, movement of people, movement of material and information, excess of pro-

duction, excess of processing, mistakes that cause rejects and rework). 3) Gemba effec-

tiveness (Gemba is the place where values I added and the reality rules.) by increasing 

density of value transfer of from resources to flow units 4) People engagement and moti-

vation through improvement of work process and environments. Engagement of people to 

Gemba Kaizen workshops. 5) Visual management by discovering non-value adding 

(N.V.A) and value adding (V.A) activities and actions. And improved process flow proofing 

and improved collaboration (Kaizen Institute, KBS: Kaizen Business system material)  

 

5.4.2 How to take KAIZEN™ Business System into use 

A KAIZEN™ coach is instrumental to ensure sufficient and right KAIZEN™ methodology 

to be implemented. The work starts always in understanding the background and the 

need. Usually this parts answers to the discovered problem. In this case of the thesis the 

background is that: current IT Process landscape is fragmented, and it is not meeting the 

needs of the customer requirements. The IT organization is merged out of 2 legacy IT  

organizations and the transition to one entity is still ongoing without a change project on-

going. Continuous improvement framework for process is weak or missing, not supporting 

systematic improvements of the IT process landscape.  (Kaizen Institute, KBS: KAIZEN™ 

Business system material) 
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Once the background and the need are understood the next level of planning containing 

the solution and the deliverables are needed. This part for the Company X IT would re-

quire containing a designed KAIZEN™ Continuous Improvement process framework pro-

ject with selected values streams to be analyzed and desired stated defined. Additionally, 

this phase would need to agree on the step by step implementation of the desired Kaizen 

events according to the roadmaps (outcomes from the value stream design workshops). 

Implementation of mission control to ensure successful implementation and a daily Kaizen 

implementation designed to ensure Daily management system sustainability.  (Kaizen In-

stitute, KBS: Kaizen Business system material) 

 

The proposal for an KAIZEN™ project could contain 2 Project phases. Phase 1 focusing 

on the Preparations and the Pilot of Kaizen ™ implementation. Phase 2 focusing on the  

KAIZEN™ implementation and Expansion. 

 

 

Figure 25: KAIZEN™ Project proposal © Copyright KAIZEN™ Institute.  

 

Phase 1 will give the detailed plan for Phase 2: Daily KAIZEN™ Design and Value stream 

design deliverables are roadmaps for Daily KAIZEN™ and KAIZEN™ Events implementa-

tion.  (Kaizen Institute, KBS: KAIZEN™ Business system material) 

 

Each of these phases, Daily KAIZEN™, Breakthrough KAIZEN™ and Support KAIZEN™ 

contains different objectives with different level content and with separate objectives. Each 

phase will also require participants to be available and empowered for the activities with 

different time durations. All these individual things, objectives, content and deliverables 

needs to be tailored and evaluated by an official trained KAIZEN™ Coach from the KAI-

ZEN institute. 
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One example about the proposed implementation. Explaining the 3 level of KAIZEN™ 

events; Support KAIZEN™ to ensure that the Management awareness and commitment is 

in place. There is and agreed strategy and vision. Breakthrough KAIZEN™ is focusing on 

defining the current state and the future state with a transformation plan. And the through 

a series of activities such as value stream analyses, values stream design taking the re-

sult to a series of workshops where the implementation of the identified items will take 

place use case per use case.  (Kaizen Institute, KBS: KAIZEN™ Business system mate-

rial) 

 

Final stage is the Daily KAIZEN™ where the team leader will be taught how to sustain the 

new mindset in the daily operations on the Gemba, how to secure the new culture of con-

tinuous improvements and how to support the team members to move and stay in the new 

culture of continuous improvement.  (Kaizen Institute, KBS: KAIZEN™ Business system 

material) 
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Figure 26: Project phase 1: Preparation and Pilot of Kaizen Implementation and Project 

phase 2: Kaizen implementation and expansion. © Copyright KAIZEN Institute. 

 

Part of the overall engagement of the different roles within a company and the required 

contribution the following table  

Kaizen

Event

Name

Objectives Content Deliverables

Leadeship,

Awarness,

Kaizen

strategy

Increase Awarness of Managment role 

Training for "Kaizen System Planning"

Link Lean targets to finanicals 

- What is Kaizen

- Benefits of Kaizen

- Kaizen Change management

- Learning effort & Leadership Challenges

- Kaizen stratey Planning Process

- Seeing is believing - visit

- Management awareness in place

- management commitment ensured

- Kaizen strategy

Mission

control

Set obey to control implementation, define 

and implement visual project management. 

Train project Managers

- Train Project Managers&Coaches

- Design Obeya Room Elements (improve 

Planning and Control

Implement risk managmeent

- Implement Barashi control (quality 

control of Deliverables) 

- Follow Metrics and Prevent Problems

Project performance Management

Value 

Stream 

Selection

Identify Value stream base on Business 

Opportunities

Scope of Value stream Design

Value

Stream

Design

(each VS)

Map the current state, define future state 

and identify Kaizen events for Value 

streams accordingly

(Value stream analyses > value stram 

Design -> Kaizen event Roadmap

- Current state map (Gemba validated and 

quantified)

- Future state map (vision)

- Implementation Plan (with Kaizen events, 

including expert events)

- ROI calculations

- business case for management approval

Transformation plan for Phase 2

- a breakthrough implementaiton plan

- the detailed plan to achieve Strategic 

targets

- A collaborative transformation Plan

Phase 1-2; 

Kaizen 

events

Step by Step implementation of Value 

streams´Future state in Kaizen events 

(according to roadmap)

- 3 to 5 day workshops to implement 

future state vision step by step

- Approach selected case by case

- Details are planned in VSD event

Value Stream results 

Daily

Kaizen 

Design

Define daily managment system and levels - Plan daily management system content

-Define traiing content

- Define training plan

- Company X Daily Management System

- Training plan

Phase 2:

Daily

Kaizen 

Pilot, Train

 the 

Trainer

Change Gemba Leaders mind-set, sustain 

improvement results, contnual 

Improvements

Team leaders implement on the job with 

their team members

Value stream result sustainment

Tem leaders/group leaders Best practice

Phase 2:

Daily 

Kaizen 

Expansion

Change Gemba Leaders mind-set, sustain 

improvement results, contnual 

Improvements

Team leaders implement on the job with 
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Figure 27: show the high- level split. Kaizen implementation and expansion. © Copyright 

KAIZEN Institute. 

 

5.5 Reliability and Validity 

The reliability and validity of the thesis must be considered in the very beginning of the re-

search process. The question is about the asessability of the methods and the whole the-

sis (Kananen Jorma, 2011, p 67.) 

 

This research baseline data construction was done with a data triangulation to obtain data 

credibility: data was collected from stakeholders of the process, process owners, process 

designers, decision makers, portfolio team and other key people. This made the research 

more likely to give a true picture on situation end to end and not only from a certain part of 

the process or a certain focus point of the process flow. On the other hand, the whole 

team was exposed to the overall survey results and written generic feedback prior to the 

deep-dive workshop, without disclosing the person who gave the feedback. The surveyed 

or interviewed (48 people), workshop team members (11 people) and the process own-

ers/managers of the end to end Service Management lifecycle process (8 people, of which 
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partly the same as the workshop team members and survey members) form only a small 

group of people all acting in Company X IT with different interactions with the process in 

scope.  

 

The research results confirmed the understanding of the issues such as lack of transpar-

ency, long turnaround time of single requests and unclear ownership. The recommended 

corrective actions and proposals for simplifying the overall process diagram was 

immediately actioned to the process team and rework started with a smaller group of  

people. The research could be applied to some extent also in other companies wanting to 

streamline, optimize and automate the process flows, remove waste and unproductive ef-

forts.  

 

The result of the surveys was analyzed by a small working team and presented to the 

Company X IT leadership team. No answers by individuals were shown nor discussed but 

rather the summary of the findings and the results of the average of each question. Com-

pany X IT leadership team confirmed that they shared the opinion and proposals for ac-

tions proposed by the working team.  

 

The research is dependent on the context because of the restricted availability of the 

notes on improvement efforts, the resulted best practice documentation, baseline and re-

sult analysis making it impossible for a researcher outside Company X to follow the same 

approach in all aspects – but the usage of the KAIZEN™ methodology and the KAIZEN™ 

events is a global methodology that needs to be adapted for each case separately. The 

situation with the End to End service management lifecycle management model has been 

constantly evolving and improvements are tangible additionally the services using the pro-

cess are frequently changing due to new customer demands and requirements, so the re-

sults wouldn´t be the same even if the research was repeated the same way and with the 

same people. The research design and overall research approach is public, and it can be 

well utilized in other studies. 

 

If there would have been an opportunity to introduce the KAIZEN™ methodology in the 

deep dive sessions conducted as workshops this would have ensured that the process 

owners of the process will be more engaged throughout the journey since they will see 

and hear the feedback with the actions and activities impacting the problem but also the 

resolution. The presence of the leadership team and management in the workshops  

contributed to the increased awareness of the importance of the topic. Development ideas 

and improvement actions were signed off by the Head of the process team and presented 

to the Company X IT Leadership team. 
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Majority of the sources used in this thesis are input in various formats (books, presenta-

tions, videos, conference material, publications etc.) by Kaizen Institute. Masaaki Imai 

founded in 1985 and then also the KAIZEN™ methodology was introduced to the world. 

The methodology has and is still developing together with the clients that are using Kaizen 

Institute support to the companies’ journey of adapting the sustainable continuous  

improvement mindset and techniques. During the recent years there are literature that are 

trying to explain and question Kaizen methodology – one of them being Jon Miller, Mike 

Wroblewski and Jaime Villaufuerte; Creating a Kaizen Culture (2014), used also as refer-

ence in this thesis.  In this book the overall statement is that Transforming a culture is far 

more about emotional growth than technique maturity. But overall the Kaizen methodology 

is recognized as one option of a proven method that will dramatically increase the 

chances of success in implementing a Kaizen culture by closing the biggest gaps in the 

correct understanding of: 1) what Kaizen culture is and why we need it 2) how everyone, 

everywhere can practice Kaizen every day and 3) what the leaders role is in turning Kai-

zen culture into competitive advantage. My only criticism for the content is that it always 

needs someone to explain what the different steps, pictures and process flows means in 

practice. By you just reading and trying to absorb on your own one will be missing essen-

tial understanding of the why? Why something is done as it is. How and what needs to be 

done becomes clear but the why is left someone hidden.  

 

6 Discussion and Further development 

There is no question about the effectiveness of different standardized methodologies that 

they will be the key drivers to execute process improvements and the way to support  

improving our ways of working. Is Kaizen the best methodology? At least there are many 

good references showing that huge corporations (Danaher, Zara, Bosch, Honeywell, 

Toyota, Porsche etc.)  have adapted the Kaizen methodology to be part of their daily  

operational culture and through these efforts the companies have been able to achieve a 

continuous growth and continuous improved motivation amongst their employees. The 

benefits in those companies that have introduced Kaizen has led to improved quality and 

greater productivity. Justification for Kaizen can also be seen via following references: 

EFQM Global Excellence Prize Winner in Harnessing Creativity & Innovation 

Bosch Car Multimedia Portugal https://blog.bpir.com/business-excellence/efqm-excel-

lence-award-winners-2017-and-14-new-success-stories/ 
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The study focused in improving Company X of processes with own tools and methods. It 

would have been interesting to do two parallel studies one using the Company X own  

tooling and one processes and simultaneously run the execution with the KAIZEN™ 

method and compare the outcome. But this opportunity was not possible to be done due 

to time constraints and lack of funding for using an external KAIZEN™ consultant. The 

first round of survey results was used to improve the short-term issues and problems iden-

tified. The second set of results from the follow up survey was stored and to be used by 

the Company X process team for further evaluation and work going forward.   

 

As an outcome the study resulted in an improved process flow with clarities in many ar-

eas, but also still many open actions and other items remained to be worked on. But after 

the project execution was done there was very few who promised to take care of the re-

maining agreed actions. Commitment from the team disappeared after the workshops 

were conducted and that was also visible in the willingness to conduct the follow up sur-

vey. The outcome of the process improvements by using Company X own process im-

provement (RQ1) was a remodelled process diagram, architecture picture, showing the 

updated swim lanes with clarified responsibilities and flows of data. During the workshops 

the participants also made the conclusion that the name of the original process did not  

really meet the purpose of the process so the name was changed to reflect the real pro-

cess value.  

 

How could an organisation implement the mindset of continuous improvement to the daily 

activities? How could an organisation change from project driven efforts to improve to an 

ongoing cycle of innovating, improving and increasing performance?  Kaizen´s model of 

continuous improvement is embedded in the KBS and part of the implementation all peo-

ple part of the operations will be engaged in the deployment of the KBS system. There are 

activities for all levels in the organisation that will secure the transparency to all areas of 

flow efficiency, growth, people, performance and quality. The goal is to create customer, 

stakeholder and employee long term value. 

 

What would have been different by using the KAIZEN™ method for process improve-

ments instead of the company own process improvement method (RQ2)? KAIZEN™ 

method would have enforced the work to be conducted in one location, with people in the 

same space also investigating the actual Gemba, how things are done on operational 

level including all parties of the delivery chain and not only a subset of the people repre-

senting majority of the activities. In a Kaizen event the goal is to engage all parties and 

identify what is relevant, what is the order of the things carried out, what are the activities 

required, standardizing every phase independent of who is executing and then creating 
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the visual outlook. In each of the phases the waste or unnecessary actions/steps or inter-

actions are identified and removed.  

 

By using the Company X own process improvement method, the outcome was still  

debatable and people executing similar kind of things continued executing them with his 

own methods instead of standardizing and making things visually clear how they should 

be conducted. Discussion about waste and understanding what is considered as waste 

was misunderstood since the process continued to exist in the tooling to provide transpar-

ency by also manual activities outside the tooling was conducted and these were not  

standardized nor documented.   

 

Outcome of the workshops and the improvement project was appreciated by the Com-

pany X IT Leadership team and seen as a solving many of the ongoing issues and prob-

lems. My view is that the work conducted just improved the situation for short term and 

there is no guarantee that the way things are executed that they would not go back to how 

they used to be before the work started. The whole area of processes in this company 

would require a bigger change journey to ensure that the harmonization, standardization 

and optimization of all processes would take place.  

 

The world is changing rapidly and the amount of data at our hands and in use is  

exploding, if companies do not act now to standardize and invest in the future the risk of 

failing later will increase. To be able to use efficiently the opportunities that artificial intelli-

gence and the robotics offers companies must understand the process landscape better 

to be able to understand the options that artificial intelligence and robotics can offer.  

 

Kaizen offers also the methodology to do short term investments and work in more agile 

way, by being able to see improvements in increments rather that end results of long term 

development projects. Kaizen brings the value above other process methodologies in the 

sense that it can be fully embedded to all layers of the organisation part of the normal day 

to day operational tasks.  

 

Companies needs to start to think more in a problem-solving way what can I do it with ex-

isting people, existing competencies to reach the target. To be able to analyse where are 

we now and where do we want to reach? How to tackle the gap? Rather than using the 

old way of thinking: We do not have the money nor the people. So why change?  

 

Companies willing to start the journey of a new culture of continuous improvement, to im-

plement KAIZEN™ needs to commonly on Management level agree and set the vision for 
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the entire operations. (RQ3). Once the decision and direction are made the inhiation with 

the Kaizen Business consultant is the next step to secure the right model definition and 

implementation.  

 

During the thesis journey I learned a lot about the importance of using a commonly 

agreed, known and trained methodology. And I would say that this would apply for any 

type of project work. Each counterpart in the project would need to know what the goal or 

target is and how the work will be done to achieve the goal. What is the methodology and 

what are the ways of conducting the needed work. In case all counterparts are not aware 

or not knowing what and how things are to be done there is a huge risk that a lot of effort 

is put on items that do not bring value. The organisation in scope of the work was distrib-

uted in many locations and many time zones and this impacted also how the workshops 

were conducted. People got distracted by other things and the technology constraints 

cause own flavour of difficulties.  

 

As a learning I would have considered to compare 2 different methodologies to find out 

advantages and disadvantages between different methodologies. Kaizen™ is one  

methodology among others including many of other industry known standards and  

methodologies. But to compare officially standardized methodologies with each other’s 

would have benefited to share more insight into the disadvantage of using Company X 

own unstandardized way of improving processes.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Survey questions 

Dear Stakeholder of the End to End Service Management Lifecycle process. Company x 

IT has decided to investigate opportunities to improve, automate and streamline some of 

our key processes touching many interfaces, users and tools, and End to End Service 

Management life cycle is one of our key processes. We are inviting you to share your ex-

periences and feedback about the current process, current way of working, tooling and re-

sourcing. This survey will provide the working team with valuable feedback about the cur-

rent situation and pin point the challenges we are facing today.  

Please use 10-20 min to complete the survey, if you rather want to share you feedback in 

an interview please contact me directly and I will schedule an interview.  

 

Scale 1-5 where scale is very unsatisfied = 1, unsatisfied = 2, neutral = 3, satisfied = 4, 

Very satisfied =5  

answer 0, if no experience nor knowledge/understanding 

 

Questions:  

1) According to your experience how efficient is the e2e service lifecycle manage-
ment process? 

2) According to your experience how transparent is the process 
3) According to your experience how well are process steps defined in the e2e ser-

vice lifecycle management process 
4) According to your experience how well are the roles defined 
5) According to your experience how well are the roles defined 
6) According to your experience how well is the accountability executed for the differ-

ent parts 
7) According to your experience how well is the process documented 
8) According to your experience how well are the roles documented 
9) According to your experience how satisfying is the duration of the process execu-

tion 
10) According to your experience how well is the tooling working for the process? 
11) Free text: Written comments if any 
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Appendix 2.  Legacy End to End Service Management l ifecycle process 

This is the original process flow – prior to starting the improvement activities.   
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Appendix 3. Interview results 

Scale 1-5 where scale is very unsatisfied = 1, unsatisfied = 2, neutral = 3, satisfied = 4, 

Very satisfied =5  

answer 0 if no experience nor knowledge/understanding 

 

 According to 

your own ex-

perience 

how effi-

cient  is the 

e2e pro-

cess?  

According to 

your experi-

ence how 

transparent  is 

the process 

According 

to your ex-

perience 

how well 

are pro-

cess steps 

defined  in 

the e2e 

process 

According to 

your experi-

ence how 

well are 

process 

steps de-

fine d in the 

e2e process 

According to 

your experi-

ence how 

well is the 

accounta-

bility exe-

cuted  for 

the different 

parts 

5 0 0 0 0 0 

4 1 0 0 1 2 

3 12 7 8 6 28 

2 18 19 19 34 14 

1 16 21 15 0 3 

0 0 0 5 6 0 

Re-

sponses 

48 48 48 48 48 

Average  1,96 1,71 1,65 1,92 2,63 

Average 

Excl. 0 

1,92 1,67 1,84 2,14 2,63 
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 According to 

your experi-

ence how 

well is the 

accounta-

bility exe-

cuted for the 

different 

parts 

According to 

your experi-

ence how well 

is the process 

documented  

According 

to your ex-

perience 

how well 

are the 

roles doc-

umented  

According to 

your experi-

ence how 

satisfying 

is the dura-

tion  of the 

process ex-

ecution 

According to 

your experi-

ence how 

well is the 

tooling 

working for 

the pro-

cess? 

5 0 0 0 0 0 

4 1 1 0 0 0 

3 12 12 7 2 0 

2 17 19 17 36 2 

1 11 15 18 27 29 

0 6 0 5 0 16 

Re-

sponses 

47 47 47 47 47 

Average  1,81 1,98 1,56 1,48 0,71 

Average 

Excl. 0 

2,1 1,94 1,74 1,44 1,06 

 

 

Online re-

sponse 

34 34 34 34 34 

Interview 

response  

14 14 14 14 14 
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Appendix 4. Meeting invitation to the kick-off meet ing 

Dear Process community member, 

 

It is our pleasure to invite you to the End to End Service Management Lifecycle process 

workshop. Company X IT Leadership team has recognized the importance of the process 

remodelling and hence we are now taking the next steps to improve the turnaround time, 

transparency and role/responsibility clarification of the End to End Service Management 

Lifecycle process.  

 

We are inviting You, as one of key stakeholders, to join our 3-day workshop (6h/each). In-

vitation attached. The workshop will be conducted virtually, please reserve videoconfer-

encing facilities. 

 

Behind these links you will find the material for the pre-study: 

Survey results 

End to End Service management life cycle process flow  

 

End to End Service management life cycle process roles and responsibilities 

Ecosystem Handbook  

RACI matrix  

  

Preparation needed from participants 

1. Clarify and consider to yourself purpose of the process 

2. Consider scope, collect facts (templates, screenshots, documents) about input and 

deliverables requirements in process contact points, starting and ending point 

3. Data collection, how many IT portfolio changes are done, which type of changes or 

projects are majority 

4. Performance data, how quickly changes are implemented, how well customer re-

quirements fulfilled? 

 

 

In case you need more information or are unable to access some part of the documenta-

tion please contact IT Process department  

 

Please ensure your availability  

Kind regards 

IT Process department  
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Appendix 5. Key pain points: Action items from the workshop 

Provide improved Documentation and Training deliverables: September/October 

• Provide short, concise quick guides and training knowledge articles on key pain 
points 

• Document process flow showing required pre-requisites including governance 
checks 

• Produce an E2E service mgmt high level process description (5-10 pages) show-
ing connections with other processes (PMM, financial, etc.)  

• Create RACI and field definition short guides 
• Potential to implement Service Creation MDM template/ Excel form in PMM for 

MDM requests. 
• Identify areas for Simplification 
• Service Cost validation at IRC/Variance Process are being reinforced 

 

Develop a simplified Service Creation process for Small/Simple Services 

• Separate project-initiated Service Creation process from simple service creation re-
quests and create a simplified process stream to ensure quicker turnarounds and 
less rework 

• Business Managed, Sandbox, IT Hosted (Azure or MPC cloud) type services)  
• Selection Criteria to be finalized (minimal service costs, cloud, etc.) 
• MDM template to be created and implemented with fewer mandatory fields (pre-

populate default fields) 
• Pre-Requisites:  Approved Business funding agreement and Cost Center (where re-

quired) 
 

Demand Management Simplification Initiative to be worked as a priority 

• Prioritized parallel track to have the demand process discussed and harmonized, 
with potential Atos support (to be discussed) for "hyper care" on the decom demand 
category as well as to support the simplified BU Managed Service Creation process 
(“Scenario 2”). 
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Appendix 6. Survey questions after the process remo delling 

Dear Stakeholder of the End to End Service Management Lifecycle process. Company x 

IT has invested during couple of months, time and effort to improve, automate and 

streamline some of our key processes touching many interfaces, users and tools, and End 

to End Service Management life cycle is one of our key processes. As you have been 

made aware we have now launched the new process and it has been operating for 4 

weeks. We are now inviting you to share your experiences and feedback about the new 

process, current way of working, tooling and resourcing. This survey will provide the work-

ing team with valuable feedback about the situation. 

 

Please use 10-20 min to complete the survey, if you rather want to share you feedback in 

an interview please contact me directly and I will schedule an interview.  

 

Scale 1-5 where scale is very unsatisfied = 1, unsatisfied = 2, neutral = 3, satisfied = 4, 

Very satisfied =5  

answer 0, if no experience nor knowledge/understanding 

 

Questions:  

1) According to your experience how efficient is the new e2e service lifecycle man-
agement process? 

2) According to your experience how transparent is the process 
3) According to your experience how well are process steps defined in the e2e ser-

vice lifecycle management process 
4) According to your experience how well are the roles defined 
5) According to your experience how well are the roles defined 
6) According to your experience how well is the accountability executed for the differ-

ent parts 
7) According to your experience how well is the process documented 
8) According to your experience how well are the roles documented 
9) According to your experience how satisfying is the duration of the process execu-

tion 
10) According to your experience how well is the tooling working for the process? 
11) Free text: Written comments if any 
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 According to 

your own ex-

perience 

how effi-

cient  is the 

e2e pro-

cess?  

According to 

your experi-

ence how 

transparent  is 

the process 

According 

to your ex-

perience 

how well 

are pro-

cess steps 

defined  in 

the e2e 

process 

According to 

your experi-

ence how 

well are 

process 

steps de-

fine d in the 

e2e process 

According to 

your experi-

ence how 

well is the 

accounta-

bility exe-

cuted  for 

the different 

parts 

5 9 16 16 6 8 

4 23 24 22 31 25 

3 5 0 2 3 7 

2 1 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Re-

sponses 

40 40 40 40 40 

Average  3,33 3,67 3,63 3,40 3,31 

Average 

Excl. 0 

3,33 3,67 3,63 3,40 3,31 
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 According to 

your experi-

ence how 

well is the 

accountabil-

ity executed 

for the differ-

ent parts 

According to 

your experi-

ence how well 

is the process 

documented 

According 

to your ex-

perience 

how well 

are the 

roles docu-

mented 

According to 

your experi-

ence how 

satisfying is 

the duration 

of the pro-

cess execu-

tion 

According to 

your experi-

ence how 

well is the 

tooling work-

ing for the 

process? 

5 8 19 7 13 17 

4 25 19 25 22 20 

3 7 2 8 5 3 

2 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Re-

sponses 

40 40 40 40 40 

Average  3,35 3,69 3,31 3,50 3,63 

Average 

Excl. 0 

3,35 3,69 3,31 3,50 3,63 

 

Online re-

sponse 

30 30 30 30 30 

Interview 

response  

10 10 10 10 10 
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Appendix 7.  New End to End Service Management life cycle process 

 

The remodelled process flow after the first round of survey and the deep dive workshops.   

 

 

 


